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Art. I. Jiei'ifir of the farUitirs existing for the study of the

Chinese language, especwlly as regards England and Ameriea.

The language of China, lung neglected by those whom interest

should most induce to acquire a knowledge of it, begins now to draw

more serious attention in England and America than it has hereto-

fore received. A professorship of the language has been instituted

in England, and a gentleman well-fitted fur its duties, by experience

acquired in the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca, has been ap-

pointed to fill the post. Linder the instruction of the Reverend Samuel

Kidd, we may hope to see many, erelong, rising up to emulate and

second the labors of R^musat, Klaproth, Julien, and other continen-

tal scholars, in this department of knowledge. The day now dawns.

The history of the human mind, in situations and under circum-

stances, so widely different from those by which the minds of Greece

and Rome were influenced, will soon be brought to light. And (ho

land of Sinim, though it should continue shut to the merchant and

the traveler, to the searcher after ancient lore and the conveyancer of

modern information, will nevertheless cease to be a terra incognita.

But this future prospect must not blind us to the present discour-

agement.s of the unenthusiastic student. The vivd voce lessons of

the lecture room must be aided by written instructions adapted to the

closet. And to many, these latter will still have to supply altogether

the place of the former. For the hundredth time we hear the ques-

tions asked, ‘ What is the best mode of commencing to learn Chinese ?
*'

What are the most useful elementary books on the language V Oflen -

15VOL. VII. NO. III.



114 Study of the Chinese Language. Jvly,

as these questions have been addressed to us, we still find a difficulty

in replying. We would refer the questioner to the E16mens de la Gram-
—' maire Chinoise of Rennisat, full of judicious rules; the Arte China of

-- Gon9alves, abounding in good examples and exercises for reading

and speaking
;
and the Chinese Dialogues of Morrison, useful for

their verbatim translations— as affording conjointly the best elemen-

tary course of study, at present within the student’s reach. But not

all who would learn Chinese are familiar with the French tongue;

few can avail themselves of Portuguese works
;

and almost the

whole edition of the Chinese Dialogues lies engulphed in the wreck

of the Alceste, so that a copy is rarely procurable We are required,

therefore, to name some other works as substitutes for these.

As to grammars, that of Morrison may be suggested. It has the

advantage, indeed, of having been written at an early period of the

author’s Chinese studies, when the difficulties of commencing were

yet fresh in his memory
;
but this circumstance in itself implies an

unacquaintance with many peculiarities of idiom, and a want of deep

insight into the arcana of the language. 'Phe work holds out such a

light as may enable the student to scramble after his predecessor

;

but does not shed forth the brightness of day, and so put it in his

power to select the best pathways. In lieu of it, we would rather

recommend, to those who have profited by the classical lessons of

their school days, the Notitia Linguae Sinicae of Pr^mare, a work

which they will find eminently useful, and abounding in evidences of

an intimate acquaintance with the language to which it relates. Its

great deficiency, is the absence of genera/ of construction de-

duced from extensive experience. The author dwells much upon

particular words and phrases, the various senses in which they are

used, and the relative positions to the principal verb or noun
;
but

does not state general principles under which to arrange these nume-

rous items of particular information. To the advanced student, how-

ever, his work is highly valuable. R^musat’s grammar derived its

value and importance, not less from having given those general

rules which Premare wants, than from its having been published at a

time when the liberality of an English nobleman had not yet placed

the Notitia Linguae Sinicae within the reach of every student. Hav-

ing spoken of these grammars, we will not indulge an idly critical

humor, by bringing forward the works of Marshman, Fourmont, Ba-

yer, Montigny, Varo, and others, seeing that we can mention these,

only to i)oint out their unfitness for the use of such as would acquire

a thorough knowleilgo of the Chinese idiom, whether with a view to
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roailing llic works of native authors, or with tiie puriKjse ol L‘llga^llllr

III the far more (litliciilt task of writing lor the instruction ot the L hi-

nese in religion or science.*

For the numerous e.Miniples of style, liolli ot speaking anil ot writ-

ing, given hy (ioiu;alves in his Arte (.'hina, we can liiid no sul]icient

substitute. Many similar e.vamples are scattered over the works ot Pre-

rnarc and Il^niusat; and a tew Chinese works there arc that give good

specimens of colloquial style, in the shape of dialogues and detached

sentences. But the former want the advantage of assemblage and

arrangement,— the latter the necessary aid of translation. For the

verbatim renderings of .Morrison’s Dialogues, we may find a good

substitute in Davis’s Chinese .Moral .Maxims, whicli, with the view

of atVording examples of the grammatical construction of the lan-

guage, are similarly translated. The examples under each rule in

Keinusat’s Grammaire Chinoise are also translated in this way.

The above remarks, while they evince that the student is not

wholly without the means of profitably applying himself to the study

of Chinese, show not less clearly the importance of providing him

with these means in a more convenient shape. At present he must

be well acquainted with two Kuropean languages besides his own,

before he can advantageously pursue hi.s Chinese studies. 'Pliough

many may be found ready to undergo the drudgery and toil of thus

acquiring one foreign language through the medium of another, yet of

necessity the progress of the student must be greatly retarded by

these dirticiilties. Nor are the works that we have recommended, as

the best that are in existence, secure by any means from censure.

We have little to say in disparagement of Remusat’s Grammar. .\nd

our charge against Goin;alves’ .Arte China is not so much of faulti-

ness as of deficiency. None of his examples are illustrated by verba-

tim translations, and his renderings are often so free, as to give the

student no clear insight into the construction of the Chinese sen-

tence before him. Morrison’s Dialogues and Davis’s .Maxims were

compiled chiefly to supply the want of such verbal translations; and

* Ii lin« been suggested, that these authors, or at least .Mnrshman, iiieril more
notice than they liave here received. It must be remembered, that we are s|teakiiig

of eUmentary works. Now .Marshman’s dissertation, entitled Clavis t^icica—
whatever value or interest it may possess to the advanced Cliinese scliular, who
is able to sift tlie chart' from the wheat, and to avail himself of tlie views of
an original thinker, while he passes over his errors,— is precisely the last book we
would give as an elementary one. It is prolix, which is a di.sadvantage ; but it is

a grammar drawn from one class of writing—the classics, and it abounds in errors,

arising from the authors small facilities for knowing, and really imperfect know-
ledge of, the Chinese tongue.
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in the main they fulfil the purpose for which they were intended
;
hut

in the detail of execution they are capable of much amendment.

For the sake of the numerous students in England and America,

whose attention will, as we trust, speedily be turned to the language

of China, we are anxious to see the pressing want of an uniform ele-

mentary course of Chinese study supplied. Meanwhile we are called

upon, on behalf of those who, in despite of the attendent difficulties,

are now wading through their elementary course, to review, likewise,

the existing facilities for pursuing a higher course of study. In the

days of our boyhood, we were first drilled in the Latin grammar, and

the Delectus Sententiarum, less aided than we could wish we had

been by those verbatim translations, of the want of which in Gonsal-

ves’ Arte China we have just complained. This was our elementary

cotirse. Our higher course was the reading of the familiar Fables of

Phcedrus, the lucid Commentaries of Cresar, the elegant but

to what avail do we waste words in refreshing the memory of the

reader, painfully reminiscent as he must be of the oft-repeated mus-

cular efforts made to instil into him an intellectual acquaintance with

the language of Latium. We must express, however, our conviction,

that we should have profited more, and that our masters would have

undergone less muscular toil, had they placed in our hands the admi-

rable translations and constructural ordo of Clarke,— that our lessons

would have produced a harvest beyond measure more plentiful, had

our teachers been at the trouble to interpret to us the meaning, and

to explain to us the difficulties, of the writings placed before us. From

the professional chair in the University College of London, as from that

of the Royal College of Paris, such interpretations and explanations

will doubtless be given to the students of Chine.se
;
but we are now

chiefly addressing our remarks to those solitary students, who cannot

enjoy the advantage of oral instruction. To them we cannot promise

the aid of many translations so closely faithful as Clarke’s, nor of any

that will exhibit the order of the Chinese words, according to the

English construction of sentences. But several good, and some very

close, translations of Chinese works into English, French, and Latin,

are to be found ;
availing ourselves of which, we will confine to them

our list of books to be employed in the higher course of Chine.se

study.

We conceive that the colloquial style of writing, as being in gene-

ral more free from involvements of expression, and ambiguities of

phraseology, is better suited, than the highwrought style of many mo- '

jjern books, or the terse and severe style of the ancient classics, for
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ilio yet miiiilvaiuM'tl stiuloiit Ainon^ wridiigs of tlii-* siinplr Has-., ilio

cull(X{uial paraphrases attaclied t«> ihe maxims ul’ kaiighc, anil to (ho

(Uimmciits thereon of his imperial son Vnn^chmjr, seem to ns to l>e

amon^ the best. 'I'lic translation of these is the ‘ Sacrcil Eilict’ of

the late Dr. Milne. Many comments have, been written in a similar

style on several of the ancient classics; but we arc not aware that

translations of them have been made into any European language.

Next in order may be ranked the works of light literature called

by the Chinese staou shird, ‘ trilling talk,’ in coiUradistinction from

historical and moral works, which are called la shuu, ‘ important

writings.’ This class comprises novels or historical romances, and

theatrical pieces. The novels should take the precedence, being

without the technicalities of the stage, and free (with the exception of

some verses scattered here and there) from the trammels of rhyme,

which render the theatrical pieces difficult to the commencing stu-

dent. Of novels, the Haou kew chuen, and the Yuh keaou le, are

among the best specimens; of both, translations have been made,

—

of the first, by .Mr. Davis, under the title of the ‘ Fortunate Union,’

—

of the last, under the name of* Les Deux Cousines,’ by M. Remusat.

The latter translation has appeared also in an English dress, but

having assumed this garb under the hands of one unacquainted with

Chinese, we can hardly hope that the English version of the French

translation can be so faithful to the peculiarities of Chinese style, as

to render it of much service to the philological student. These two

works may perhaps be regarded as affording sufficient practice in this

lighter style, but we must not withhold our meed of praise from the

close yet elegant translations of M. Julien, the present professor of

Chinese at the College Royal of Paris. The works of this class which

he has published are, the Tsing pih ltdng shay, under the title

* Blanche et Bleue, ou les Deux Couleuvres-fees ;’ the Chaou-shr kan

urh, under the title * L’Orphelin de la Chine,’ to which are joined

several miscellaneous fragments; and the Uwuy Ian ke, or ' h'\\\s~

toire du Cercle de Craie.’ The two latter are dramatical pieces, and

will serve to give some practice in the reading of |K>etry, a large [wr-

tion of both being in the original w ritten in verse. In English, we

have specimens of the Chinese drama, in translations made by .Mr.

Davis of the Ijaou sang urh, and the Han kting tsew, under the titles

of the * Heir in Old Age,’ and the * Sorrows of Han.’ The fragmen-

tary translations of .Messrs. Davis and .lulien may be passed by, the

originals l eing scattered over several books, which it might be fonml

difficult for one not residing in China to procure. Their extracts
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from the esteemed Chinese romance called the San kwo che, or His-

tory of the three contending states, should not however pass unmen-

tioned. This work was often spoken of by one whose early removal

from the field of Chinese philological and missionary labor must long

be lamented— the late Dr. Milne,— as being the very best model

for a familiar style of writing. Mr. Davis's e.vtract from this romance

is appended to the Macao republication of his essay on Chinese

Poetry,— and the e.xtract by Julien forms one of the fragmentary

pieces attached to ‘ L’Orphelin de la Chine.’

To these works of a coiloquial style, may succeed didactic and

descriptive, and next to them classical, writings. Among works of

the descriptive class it will suffice to mention the E yeih luh, trans-

lated by sir G. T. Staunton, under the title of a ‘ Narrative of the

Chinese embassy to the khan of the Tourgouth Tartars, in 1712— 15,•’

and the Ckinla fang too Ice, translated by M. R6musat, under the

title of ‘ Description du Cambodje.’ The latter translation was

primarily published in the ‘ Nouvelles Annales des Voyages,’

and has since been republished as part of the author’s ‘ Nouveaux

Melanges Asiatiques.’— Of didactic works, the Taeshang lean ying

peen, translated by M. Julien, under the title of ‘ Livre des Recom-

penses et des Peines,’ affords a good specimen. The Chinese Penal

Code, as translated by sir G. T. Staunton, may be ranked with the

didactic works, as being similar in point of style.— Between these

works of modern date and the ancient classical writings, the small

books, with the repetition of which the education of Chinese children

usually commences,— namely, the San tsze. king, or ‘Trimetrical

Classic,’ and the Tseen tsze ican, or ‘Book of a thousand words,’ hold

a middle place. A translation of the first was published many years

since, by Dr. Morrison, as a part of his ‘ Horae Sinicae and this

translation was afterwards republished by Montucci, in his ‘ Parallel

between two intended Chinese dictionaries.’ A translation of the

last, by Mr. Kidd, was appended to the report of the Anglo-Chinese

College for 1831. Translations of both works have appeared also in

our fourth volume.

The classical works are,— first, the Primary Lessons (Seaou Hed),

including a Treatise on Filial Piety,— second, the Four Books (Sze

Shoo),— and thirdly, the Five Classics {IVoo King). To these we

might add the writings of the ten philosophers, who lived previously

to the burning of the ancient books by Tsin che hwangte
;
but none

of these have heen translated. A translation in part of the Early

Lessons has appeared in preceding volumes of the Repository, and it
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IS still ill course of |)iil)lic:itinii. Of portions ol llic Four Books, several

I raiisintioiis have la'eii piiblislieil. Tilt* only complete one is that by

the late Mr. Collie, .stiinetinie principal of the .\iijtlo-Cliiiiese Ctillegi*

Another complete translation in French is now in pre|)aration, or has

ere this perhaps been published, under the care of M. Panthier. It

is largely illustrated by philological notes. Besides these, translations

have appeared, of the first three of the Four Books, in Latin, by PP.

Intorcetla and Noel, forming part of the ‘ Confucius Sinarnm l*hi-

losophns;' of the lirst two, in French, as part of the ‘ Memoires stir les

Chiiiois of the first, or Lessons for Adults, in Liiglish, as part of

Morrison’s ‘ Hone Smica*;’ of the fir.st, and part of the third, by Dr.

Marshman and his son, of Serainpore ; these last alone are accompa-

nied by the original text and a grammatical praxis; also of the third,

in German and Latin, by Schott. But the most useful translations

for students are, a French version of the second Book by R^musat,

and a Latin version of the fourth by .liilien. Both are accompanied

by the original texts, an.l are copiously illnstr.ated by notes. .Tnlicn’s

translation is verbatim, yet not wholly devoid of elegance
;
and R6-

mnsat’s translation is accompanied al.so by a verbatim rendering in

Latin. Reinusat’s is named ‘ L’lnvariable Milieu.’ Julien’s is entitled

‘ Mengtseu vel Menciu'.’ These arc in all respects the host existing

translations, as regards fitness for the use of learners.— Of the Five

Classics, the Records of the ancient rnonarchs have been trans-

lated rather freely, by P. Gatibil, under the Chinese title of Chon-

king (Slitxiking); the National Ode.s and popular Ballads (Slicking)

have lieen translated by P. Lachaime; the Yeihking, or doctrine of

Changes, has lieen rendered into Latin by P. Regis; the Le Ke, or

Book of Rites, and the Chuntsew, or Annals of Confucius’ Native

State, arc now being translated by M. Jnlien.

When the student of Chinese shall have been led through tire

several works we have named, or through such a number of each class

as shall afford him adequate practice in their several styles, he may
safely adventure to travel through the length and breadth of Chinese

literature. He will still, no doubt, find difficulties,— but possessed

of the minute acipiaiutauce with the rules of grammatical construc-

tion which it is the object of this course of study to im|)art to him,

and aided by dictionaries, he will readily overcome almost every ob-

struction, and will be enabled to proceed with confidence. It onlv

remains therefore for us to name the diclionaries of which he mav
avail himself. The.se are, for ihe general language, three in iiumbei.

Thai of Pere Basil de Glamona. in Latin and French, piiblisliwl
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under tlie iiauie of Degiiignes, to which a supplement was added by

Klaproth, is arranged according to <he 214 radical or keys, as they

have been denominated by Europeans. A small edition, in one

volume royal octavo, is about to be published in Paris, under the care

of M. Pauthier.— Morrison’s dictionary is, as most of our readers

are already aware, divided into three parts; the first arranged accord-

ing to the radicals; the second according to the initial pronunciation

of the Chinese words
;
following the order of the English alphabet

;

the third, intended for the use of those who would write in Chinese,

having its arrangement dependent on the English words, of which

the correspondent Chinese ones are given.— Gonsalves’ dictionary is

divided into two parts— the one Portuguese and Chinese, in the order

the Portuguese alphabet,— the other Chinese and Portuguese, ar-

ranged according to a new system of 129 radicals or keys, selected

by the learned author himself. Several dictionaries exist in manu-

script, which are mostly grounded upon the original dictionary of P^re

Basil. Two MS. dictionaries, having the same arrangement as the

third part of that of Morrison’s, the one being French and Chinese,

and the other Latin and Chinese, exist in the possession of gentlemen

at Canton. From other MS. woiks, similar to these, and from his own

researches. Padre Gonsalves of Sao Jose, Macao, has almost prepared

for the press a Latin and Chinese dictionary. M. Julien has also

callected much matter for a Chinese lexicon.

Of the several provincial dialects of China, those of Changchow in

the province of Fiihkeen, of Chaouchow in the province ofKwangtung

or Canton, and of Hainan, are the only ones that have received much

attention fro’m Europeans. Perhaps we may add the Cochinchinese,

which does rrot seem to differ much more from the national language

than does the dialect of Fuhkeen. Of the latter dialect Mr. Med-

burst has recently published a dictionary, arranged according to the

initial pronunciation, under the title of a ‘ Dictionary of the Hokke^n

Dialect.’ He published also a small vocabulary many years since,

which is now quite out of print. Of the dialect of Canton, a vocabu-

lary in three parts, was published by Dr. Morrison, in 1829-30. Of

the Cochinchinese language, a dictionary is now being published by

the Catholic Bishop of that country, who resides at present at Cal-

cutta. On the other dialects, nothing we believe has ever been

published. M. Julien is in possession of a MS. dictionary of the

Fuhkeen dialect, with the explanations in Spanish, which is a labored

comi)ilation. We have seen an extract from it, but too brief a one

to enable us to jntlgc of its accuracy.
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1

III these brief remarks, wc have cmleavored to notice every work

of value. If, from ignorance, we have omitted any, our readers may

at least rest assured, that we have passed over no work of value that is

easily procurable. In a future number, we propose to give a list (as

perfect as we can render it) of Kuropean works on (’hinesc philolo-

gy, and Kuropean translations of Chinese works.— Should our pages

ever reach Russia, we fear that we shall be found to have adverted

less to the Russian sinologues than they have merited. \\ e are

compelled to confess ourselves wholly ignorant of the extent to which

Chinese literature has been cultivated by the prie.sts and students,

who have from time to time undergone a ten year’s exile at the court

of ‘the son of heaven.’ The subjoined extract, from the* .Athenaeum’

of .August last, will show that the Chinese language is not entirely

disregarded by them.

“ By an Ukase of the *2:W of May, the emperor of Russia has

founded a chair in the university of Kasan for the Chinese language,

which has been bestowed upon the Archimandrite Daniel, who resid-

ed a long time in Peking. Besides this, a considerable number of

(’hinese books and manuscripts has been purchased. This university

has now therefore four professorships for oriental languages, the other

three being for Arabic and Persian, for Turkish and Tartar, and for

.Mongolian.” M

Art. II. Notices of the city of Borneo and its inhabitants, made

durinjr the voyage of the American brig Himmahh in the In-

dian Archipelago, in 1837. From a Correspondent.

AVed.nesd.vy .May lOth, 185J7. .At II o’clock, m. we were sailing

southeast by east, with Labuan Island to the northward, when a

prahu approached us. .A boat was sent with .Mr. .M. to speak this

prahu, which he found commanded by a per.son whom he had former-

ly known at Borneo, and who manifested great joy at meeting with

him. .Mr. .M., it may be well to observe here, is an .Armenian who

has resided two or three years in the city of Borneo as the commer-

cial agent of some Armenian gentlemen in Singapore, and is now
employed by captain f'. as his interpreter and commercial assistant.

The commander of the prahu was received into the small boat,
,
and

voi.. VII NO III. IB
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was soon with us in the brig. Mr. M. informs ns that tlie name of this

man is rajA Muda; tliat he is captain of the Illanun pirates, wlio live

near the north end of the island, at Tawarnn
;
that he is on good terms

with the sultan of Borneo; and that although a pirate, he does not

injure the people of Borneo or their friends. Our captain requested

him to act as pilot to the anchorage, and then to the city, which he

agreed to do, his prahu being taken in tow. He was well dressed,

and not bad looking, and our first impressions in respect to hitn were

rather favorable. It was not long before he informed us, in a boast-

ing way, that he had recently captured ninety Castilians, that is,

natives of the Philippines subject to Spain, and sold them at Borneo.

At half past 4, p. m. we left the Himmaleh in raja Muda’s prahu,

manned by twenty-two men, sixteen of whom were rowers. Their oars

were small, and the men weak, as compared with Europeans. They

entertained us with their singing, which was new and strange to us,

but not so destitute of musical skill as much of the singing heard in

this part of the world. One person woul 1 commence the air, while

the others rested for a mo nent, with their little oars high out of

water
;
next they would all give three strokes with their oars as an

accompaniment; then rest again, while the song went forward
;
then

all would row and shout for a few moments with all their might. At

7 o’clock we passed Pulo Chermin (Looking Glass Island), a small

island in the river’s mouth, and proceeded up the river with only light

enough to show us the dark outline of the high banks. It being low

water, we were aground in the mud three or four times, but were soon

off' again. We passed several boats y some of which we were hailed,

and went near a small fort, the guards of which, if there were any,

were probably asleep. It was midnight when we reached the town.

We proceeded to the house of pangeran Muda Ilasim, where we were

welcomed by several young pungerans, his brothers. The house is

larger, though but little better, than the common Malay houses. The

furniture consisted of a Chinese bamboo settee, three or four chairs,

and a mat upon the floor. The value of all the furniture in the

room, at Singapare prices, would be 8 or 10 dollars. After waiting

half an hour, .Muda Hasim made his appearance, a small man, with a

genuine Malay countenance and form. He received us after the

European manner, seemed at first a little embarrassed, and conse-

(juently was reserved. He olfered ns tea poured out by himself in

the Chinese fashion, and knew enough of our customs to chew his

betel without presenting it to us. After a little time he projmsed

goiiifr with IIS to call upon the sultan 4'wo boats were called, and
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ID a few miiuiu;s we were mouiitm^ the ludcler to the Miliaii ^ hou'>e,

which, like all the huuNCi here, is bmll u|)oii stakes over the w at»'r.

All open door gave us a view into a dimly lighted hall, on the lloor ol

which a number ol men were sleeping. Passing by this door to the

right, we w;ere show n into a small verandah t'liriiished w ith settee and

chairs, like the room we had left. Here, after some waiting, we

had a long and tedious inter! lew w ith the sultan, w ho inquired our

names, our country, our business, and olVered us tea and betel. It

was nearly day light when we were told that beds were ready for us.

These beds were found to be the common mat and pillow, with the

addition of a rug spread under them. A number of persons crowded

around us to see us lie down to our .>ilee|), and w hen these had grati-

fied their curiosity, Muda Hasim came to look at us and take leave.

And last of all came the sultan, w ho wanted us to feel his pulse.

All of them appeareil to be in gixid humor. From the time of our

leaving the vessel, I Iml felt that there w as siiHicient promise of safe-

ty to authorize the step we were taking, and yet there was some lin-

gering apprehension of danger. We had come to a place which a

few years ago was notoriou.s for piracy ; and though its reputation

was now much better, we knew not yet the ground upon which this

better reputation rested.

May 11th. It was arranged last night that I was to start at sun-

rise with raj t Muda, w ho was on his way home, and w ho in passing

was to leave me at the brig, where 1 was to take our ow n boat and

return with the presents, which the captain had ordered for the sultan

and the ch\ei pml^erans. 1 did not get away till near midday. .And

now commenced a new scene. Had 1 known before the circum-

stances in which I was alvoiit to be placed, I should have hesitated

before putting myself so much in the power of these pirates. I w as

quite alone among them, e.xcept that I had with me a man sent by

Muda Hasim to act as pilot on my return. I remembered having

heard at Samboangan that it is commoii with the I Mamins to capture

white men for the purpose of obtaining a ransom for them. I po’-

ceived that raja Muda, being on his way to Ins own country, might,

if he pleased, pass by our vessel w ithout leaving me, and without the

fact being know n, at the vessel, or at the city, short of two day.--.

Fears of this kind, however, did not prevent my admiring the fine

scenery of the river and its banks. The breadth of the river is alrout

half a mile. The banks are from 50 to ‘ivO feet in height, in some

places nearly perpendicular, in others ascending gradually at an

amde of ‘.20 or 30 degrees w ith the horizon. They are covered withO ^
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forest or with coarse grass. Saw but few houses. A mile and a

lialf below the town passed the small fort. It has five iron cannon

mounted upon it, and is guarded by one man and his family. The
men with me pointed to an elevated position on the river’s bank, on

which they said there were other and larger guns. The course of

the river, for four or five miles below the fort, is nearly straight.

Near the town it makes a right angle, another at the fort, and near

the mouth there is a slight bend. The heat was oppressive, and as

I had not slept the night before, I lay down by the side of raja Muda>

under a kajang awning, and was refershed by an hour’s sleep. After

this I amused myself with learning the numerals of his language,

(the Illanun), and the names of a few objects. Some of the words

are the same as in the Malay, and four out of the first ten numerals

are the same. Raja Muda told me he had been in Mindanao, and

that the language of that island is so much like his own, that he can

understand it. The Illanuns of Borneo are doubtless a colony from

Mindanao, and their language probably differs from that of the parent

country only in the mi.\ture with it of Malay words. It is hardly

necessary to say that many of them, besides their own language, also

speak the Malay. This Illanun colony, as I was informed after

returning to the town of Borneo, has existed for ages. It comprises

three towns or rivers: Tampasok, Tawaran, and Pandasan, situated

near the lofty mountain Kiui Balu. A town, on this coast, generally

implies a river of the same name, and a river almost as frequently

implies the existence of a town. Raja Muda is a great beggar, and

in order to keep him in good humor, and to strengthen the motives

for leaving me at the vessel, I promised that on our arrival he should

receive several of the articles which he asked for. Although we had

tide, and, a part of the way, wind in our favor, we did not reach the

Ilimmaleh till sunset. The men immediately made their way on

board, and went about examining everything, particularly the guns

and cutlases. R^ja Muda received with satisfaction the articles that

had been promised him. The mate, not considering it safe to have

on board such men, ordered the pirate prahu and all its crew to leave

the vessel, and to keep at a suitable distance during the night. Rdja

Muda alone was allowed to remain. He was mortified that his fol-

lowers should be thus treated, and seemed now to be ashamed of his

profession. By this contrivance of the mate, he was a prisoner, and

a hostage for the good conduct of his men. He wisely laid his kris

upon the cabin table, and did not go near it again while he was on

board. .\t o’clock in the evening, I started for the town in the small
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wiili livo of our crew nml tlu* Mal:iy man who had come with

me lo aci as pilot in returning We stopped a few minutes at I’ulo

Chermin, the small island in the mouth of the river. Formerly it

was inhabited and cultivated, but is so no longer. Brought away

some stones, which on examination by day light, proved to be sand

stone. At the dawn of day were at the sultan’s.

May l-th. .Vscemled the river aliout two miles in ffohttnff (a long

narrow canoe) with two young pan^crans, brothers of llasim,

and several of their servants, ^\'ent on shore, and passing over two

or three hills, came to a retired valley in which were several small

pepper gardens belonging to Chinese. We saw two of these Chinese,

one of whom has turned Mohammedan. Both were very ignorant.

'Fhey speak llokke^n, and one can read a little. 'I’hey say there

are only forty Chinese in Bruni. We saw a man from the Philippi-

nes, who was probably stolen from his own country and sold here as a

slave. The sorrowful tones of his voice could not fail to interest,

and especially when he said, in Spanish, that he was a Christian, and

very miserable. I desired much to know more of his case, but could

not in Spanish impure into his history, and to do it in Malay did not

seem (mident, as slavery here is a ‘delicate’ subject, and as we are

constantly watched. 1 sat down to rest in a Chinese house, and the

two pan^rrans began to examine my pokets. They must see every-

thing, but it was only to gratify their curiosity
;

for when I ofl’ered

each of them a rupee, they declined, saying, I might give one to one

of their followers standing by, but not to them, as pangrrana (nobles)

must not work, nor receive money, according to the arlai Bruni (law

of Borneo). There was an apparent delicacy of feeling and a poHsh

of manners in these young chiefs, which brought to mind Burke’s ‘Co-

rinthian capital,’ and his praise of ‘ the unlrought grace of life.’ But I

had afterwards to learn that the capital was no better than the shaft or

the base. From the tops of the hills we could sec a part of the town,

and portions of the rivers, a limited but beautful latidscape. The
rocks and stones were all sandstone. In the afternoon we saw at the

sultan’s the chief imam or priest, who is a native of the town, but ha.<r

lived 'Hi years in Mecca, and consequently has much of the Arab inf

his exterior, and probably as much in his habits of thought and feel'

ing. Like all the higher class, he wears a kris, but his kris (dagger)

differs altogether in shape fron> the common .Malay kris, this peculi-

arity being one of the badges of his order. His age cannot be less

than BO years. His stature is five feet six or seven inches, which is

three or four inches above the ordinary height of his countrymen.
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III his manner he is grave and dignified, and his countenance is not

rvitliout indications of tliought. He wears tlie Arab dress. His boat

differs from tlie common gobang, being broader, and approaching

nearer to our idea of a Iroat than to the long narrow canoe of Bruni.

The imam’s boat is also distinguished by a covering over the middle

part. Wliile sitting at his ease under this covering, the old man was

pounding in a small mortar his bitel and gamhir, a custom not un-

usual, it is said, among those whose teeth have lost their power. A
beautiful evening. The moon is shining brightly. Not a ripple

upon the water. The river is like a broad, clear mirror, over which

the little ”'o6«h§s are gliding smoothly and silently, as if self-moved;

for instead of oars are used a light kind of paddles, which are skillful-

ly managed, so that the boats move as noiselessly almost as the fish.

From a little distance we hear singing, which comes sweetly upon

the ear, and accords well with the beauty and softness of the scene.

On such a night why may not the gobangs of Bruni be thought to

rival the gondolas of Venice ?

The sultan calls us away from our musings, to walk with him on

the other side of the house and admire his strutting. The character

of this man deserves notice, but I defer speaking particularly of him

until 1 shall have had apportunity to observe him more closely.

May I3th. At sunrise our captain goes with pangeran Muda
Hasim to visit the vessel, and to complete the arrangements for trad-

ing, while we ascend a branch of the river different from the one we

went up yesterday, to see tlie country and the people. After proceed-

inor in a northerly direction some two miles, went ashore, crossed

some low hills, passed through woods, and came to several houses

inhabited by people called Kadayans. Entered some of the houses,

and met, with a kind reception. The Kadayans are said to be a race

distinct from the Malays. They are however Mohammedans, and

speak the Malay language and no other. If they were originally

a different race, the difference is not now apparent. The houses

were in the midst of woods, and there was little appearance anywhere

of cultivation. We saw one pepper garden only, and that a small

one. Cows and goals, however, were abundant, and the former

particularly were fat and fine looking. We saw the sago tree, called

by the Malays ntmbia. It is a palm, resembling the in its

size and proportions, and in the conformation of the trunk, while the

large leaves upon the top are more like those of the cocoanut tree.

Our walks through the forest showed us that the same beautiful and

luxuriant vegetable world, which we had admired in Celebes, the
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Moluccas, and Mindanao, was siill before us. Returned through the

thickest of the town, and were gazed at with eager curiosity, as would

be natural in a place where white men are seldom seen. By our at-

tendants we were told that riija Muda is a very bad character, and

that within the last month he has sold here in Biuni a hundred cap-

tives. This story accords with the others we have heard of this man,

and with his own confessions and boastings. It was near midday when

we arrived at the sultan’s, and soon after our breakfast was ready.

It was placed upon an old stand about two feet square, which ap-

peared to be of Chinese workmanship. A few plates, some rusty knives

and forks, and two or three spoons, were mustered for the occasion.

But thotigh our table and its furniture were of an humble description,

and though the food consisted of rice and curry and a little fruit, the

whole was in good keeping with our other accommodations, and we

made a su' stantial meal, eating our meat in gladness, and wondering

more that we fared so well among such a people, than that we fared no

better. Several persons, and among them the sultan, came in to see

us eat, all of them in good humor. These people are far enough from

being shy and reserved.

The room in which we eat and sleep, if room it may be called, is

a recess about fifteen feet square, in the sultan’s rumah bichara

(council hall), situated immediately behind the throne. The hall is

tiO paces in length, and 10 in breadth. The central part is elevated

li feet above the common level of the hall, occupying nearly half its

surface, being 4.o feet long and 15 feet broad. It is furnished

with bamboo mats, and at night serves as a sleeping place for ten or

twelve retainers, who seem to act as a guard. On the end of this

elevation, opposite the front door, is the throne, which resembles

somewhat a large bedstead, with a canopy over it, but without cur-

tains. The footstool is composed of a large plank of black wood, a

coarse kind of ebony, the breadth of which is three and a half feet.

The tree which furnished this plank was a production of the country.'

From the sides of the elevated part of the hall, pillars rise to support

a canopy made of cotton cloth. The throne which has been spoken

of, is called patrana, and on this is jrlaced a seat or chair, which

receives the name of The floor of all parts of the hall,

like all floors in Bruni, is made of nihonn slats as broad as the hand,

and placed about an inch from each other, thus leaving a spacti

through which the water from beneath may be distinctly seen. .\t

high tide the water comes up within a foot of the mats upon which

we sleep, so that our beds seem to be in soiiie danger at limes of
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being wet, as well as hard. The residence of the sultan, besides the

hall here described, is composed of two other houses about the size

of this one, and two or three smaller buildings. The whole of these

houses, at Singapore prices, probably would not cost over a thousand

dollars. It excites a smile when one hears such an establishment dig-

nified with the appellation of astana, palace. It is miserable compared

with the residence of the sultan of Ternate. We are not, however,

to infer from this that his highness of Bruni is inferior in power and

greatness to his brother of the Moluccas. The latter owes his splen-

dor mainly, probably, to Dutch influence and a Dutch pension. Bruni

has the reputation of standing in the first rank of Malayan kingdoms.

The name Bruni is applied both to the town and to the state. The
sultan, sometimes, instead of Bruni, says Burneo, from whence doubt-

less comes our word Borneo. The name given to the island, by

those of the inhabitants who know that it is an island, is Kalamantan.

Sunday, May 14th. While we were washing and shaving, one of

the many who were standing by, said to the others that all this

cleansing, as well as the reading of books, was on account of its being

Sunday. Poor creatures! They have scarcely a conception of

spiritual existence, and of what it means to worship God ‘ in spirit

and in truth.’ Every thing we do or say is regarded with curiosity

or suspicion. Curiosity, however, is the predominant feeling. Sus-

picion is sometimes mingled with it, but in a less degree than I was

prepared to expect. Whether we read or write, or converse together,

or walk up and down the house, we are asked again and again what

we are doing, and why we are doing it. Their notions about medi-

cine and palmistry, which they class together, are very crude and

superstitious. They hold out their hands, and desire to know how

long they are to live. We tell them we know nothing about such

things. They point to their pulse, wishing us to feel it and tell them

what disease they have. They ask for medicine for their wives, whom

we are not allowed to see, supposing that there is no necessity for a

physician’s seeing his patient. In the afternoon they were weigh-

ing pepper in the hall, which had been brought in by some of the

sultan’s subjects. Weather hot and oppressive.

May 15th. The sultan seeing my cloak, put it on, and was great-

ly pleased with it. He of course begged for it, as he does for most

things to which he takes a fancy, and was offended when I declined

giving it to him, and went away. Another pleasant excursion to the

hills, to the northeast. The branch of the river which we first as-

cended is called Takoyong. A fine view of the town, and of the
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country toward the north for many miles. There is little a|>pcaraiice

of cultivation, though the soil is good. The hills and valleys are

thrown together irregularly, and the face of the country is not unlike

that of the island of Singapore, e.xcept that the hills are higher than

those of Singapore. This remark refers only to the region within a few

miles of Brum. At a distance are lofty mountains rising in successive

elevations, and a country unknown except to the Dayaks. Before

returning we ascended another branch of the river, which has the

name of Kianggi. The scenery is well worthy of being admired.

The river is narrow, and pursues a winding course between hills,

which are high and bold on each side, and covered to profusion with

whatever is beautiful or splendid in the vegetable world. With the

loveliness and wealth of nature thus before him, one feels that he

is surrounded by life, that an August Agency, is near him, that

‘ mountains and all hills, fruitful trees and all cedars,’ speak forth the

Crerator’s praise —
I lie presence, who made all so fair, perceiv’d.

Makes all still fairer.

We went within hearing a water-fall, but could not proceed farther

with the boat, on account of the shallowness of the water, nor did

we succeed in an attempt to penetrate to it on foot through the jun-

gle. The rocks (.and we saw the rock in many places both on the

tops and sides of the hills, as we were walking, and on the steep

banks of the river as we passed in the boat) are sandstone,— most of

it loose and crumbling.

May Kith. \ot being able to obtain a boat, we were obliged to

remain in the palace, not the most agreeable of places, but the best

in Bruni for seeing the people and becoming acquainted with their

character, it being a place of mueb resort, and particularly for the

higher class. Almost every day several tens of pangerans call here.

The whole number of these persons of noble blood, in Bruni, is ac-

cording to one informant, 500. But this is probably an exaggera-

tion. Pangeran Muda Masim, the minister, or vizier, is brother to

the sultan’s mother. Owing partly to his wealth, partly to his office,

and more than all to his character, he is a man of commanding influ-

ence, and is virtually the sovereign. He has around him thirteen

brothers, upon whose influence he may depend, as their interests

are bound up with his own. Pangeran Yusuf is also an uncle to

the sultan, being the brother to the sultan’s father, the former riyk.

It should be observed that they call their former chiefs, who are
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dead, rajas, while tlie reigning chiefs only received the title of sultan.

Yusuf is distinguished as a merchant, being superior perhaps to Ha-

sim in this respect, though in no other. Pangeran Murnin, another

merchant and great man, is married to the sultan’s sister. These three

chiefs find the sultan have in their hands a large portion of the com-

merce of the town.

The sultan continues his foolish tricks and talk, and marches

about the house with only a sarong for a covering. He cannot be

persuaded to wear more clothing, although we assure him that no-

thing el.se will relieve him of a rheumatism of which he is often com-

plaining. He usually makes his appearance about ten o’clock in the

morning, and from that time till ten or twelve at night he is most

of the time walking about the premises, or sitting in a small varan-

dah, where he receives visits and spends much of his time. This

veraiidah, or presence chamber, is furnished with a Chinese bamboo

settee, worth a dollar or two, and three chairs, obtained probably from

Macao or Singapore. In one of these chairs, Omar Ali Saipudin (for

that is the name of the sultan) is often to be seen cutting his toe nails,

and trimming the scabs upon his feet. It is amusing to see him

come from his little verandah, only forty feet distant from us, to our

quarters behind the throne, acting like a boy or a monkey, and yet

gravely followed by a man bearing his kris, and by another with his

betel and siri box. Saw him take out his filthy mouthful of betel, and

give it to one of his attendants, who immediately, with all reverence,

transferred it to his own mouth, as a special favor from his highness^

These people must have a high regard for their head men to be able

to maintain their respect, as they seem to do for this man. Whether

he is really deficient in natural powers, or whether his childishness

results from his having been shut up all his life with his women and

slaves, it is not easy to determine. Perhaps nature and education

may both have been in fault. Custom requires that he shall not leave

the palace, except he go in state with a numerous train. He there-

fore seldom goes out. And Hasim the minister is probably trot un-

willing to have it so. It may be even that his counsels and contri-

vance are directed to the preventing of locomotion on the part of his

master. Whoever approaches him, must assume the squatting prjs-

ture, and fix his eyes upon the ground. The highest cliicf must not

presume to stand before him, or to look in his eyes. He allows us,

however, to do both, though he sometimes puts on a look which seems

to say that it is strange any one should have the audacity to look at

him Saw a woman whom he had occasion to call for, approacli him.
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The moment slip came in siijlit of liiin, arnumJ tlie cornet ol the

house, she placed herself nj>on her hands and knees, and then etlgin"

her way forward with eyes not once lifte«l from the ground, she came

near enough to listen to his words, to which she re|)lie<i by the nsiial

word putfk (yonr slave), and then retired in the same crouching

manner. I never Itefore saw man or woman assume a demeanor so

humiliating. 'I’he sultan is about 1(1 year.s of age, and has more of

the Caucasian than of the .Malay in his features. There may be Ara-

bian blood in his veins. His color is the dark brown of the Malays.

He pretends to some knowledge of the Chinese language, but it

turnerl out on e.vaniination that he has only learned to count in Chi-

nese, and his pronunciation of the numerals, even, is so imperfect

that a Chinese would scarcely understand him.

At a short distance from the house saw an alligator, lying at his

ease in the water. He remained in sight a few minutes, then went

down, and soon after made his appearance again ui>on the .surface.

Several men have been employed every day in one part of the large

hall which we occupy, in making They work rather inge-

niously, but not fast. 'Fheir t»»ls, which are of a simple kin<l, and

easily made, arc a large heavy knife or cleaver, and a hatchet, the

iron part of which is fastened to the handle by a kind of basket work

made of rattans, and so contrived that it will tur:i in its socket, and

thus form an adze or a hatchet at pleasure. One man has been at

work most of the day in making a small board, which he first split

from a log of wood by the help of wedges, and is now hewing smooth.

This is their only way of making boards, and they are consequently

dear and little used, l^earned from some of the pnn^rrans about us, •

that the sultan has three wives and about 100 garwr/rT' (concubines),

and five children, three daughters, and two sons. The sons, thotigh

some 13 and l.> years old, are not allowed to go out. Pangeran

Hasim, it is said, has one wife and eighty or more other women. All

the higher chiefs have, a.s we learn from all qnarter.s, large harems,

licentiousness is one of their great vices, and a vice of which they

are proud. 'I'he women, as is usual in .Mohammedan emuntries, are

kept in strict seclusion. Women of the lower class, stich as market

women, go about freely, but no others.

Alay 17th. Visited pangeran Muda Hasim. His brothers went

through the usual process of oaamining our pockets and cloths. 'Phev

must pry into everything. Go where we will, and do what we will,

we are always beset with the^c lookers on and askers of questions.

Most of them are beggars. Hut they do not want money. Indeed
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the precious metals are not known here as coin, pieces of iron being

used instead. Their begging is for clothes, handkerchiefs, combs,

brushes, scissors, penknives, needles, shoes, stockings, umbrellas,

looking-glasses, paper, lead pencils, Chinese ink and pencils, cologne

water and perfumed oils, soap, segars, biscuit. And in addition to

these, cotton and silks, particularly satins, bombazette, camlet, and

broadcloths, please them. They do not look so much at the, fineness,

as at the strength of cloths and of the various articles which they

wish to beg or buy.

When Hasim entered the room, his brothers immediately left the

chairs and settee, and seated themselves on the floor, a rule which

the highest pangerans, Hasim himself not excepted, observe in the pre-

sence of the sultan. Muda Hasim, though he cannot be called a wise

or good man, is evidently much superior to the great body of his coun-

trymen. His questions and allusions evince thought and good sense.

He has some knowledge of most of the ports in the Archipelago, and

of the character and relative strength of the Dutch, Portuguese,

Spanish, French, and English, nations. Of America he knews al-

most nothing. One of his chief men said to me that, the Dutch

formerly desired to obtain possession of Bruni, and inquired whether

they still had such views, and whether they are sufficiently powerful

to conquer Bruni. The reply was, that as to their wishes I knew

nothing, but that there was little doubt as to their pow'er. Hasim

gives the same account of the Chinese here as has been received

from others. They are but a handful. There are a few natives of

Hindustan, perhaps twenty, and one Parsee, a merchant of some pro-

perty, who from policy, probably, has become a Mohammedan, as is

the case with the some of the (Chinese. There are said to be no

Arabs, though there are two or three hundred haji, that is, persons

who have visited Mecca as pilgrims, and who in consequence are

much respected.

May 18th. Spent some hours in looking over Marsden’s dictiona-

ry with a. pangeran, comparing Marsden’s Malay with the words used

in Bruni. It is a good school for learing the language. One may

at almost any time find some one about him who will act as his

teacher for a short time, and when this one becomes tired, another

may be obtained. From other pangerans obtained scraps of informa-

tion respecting the Dayaks of this part of Borneo. They gave the

names of no less then twenty-one different tribes who use the sunipi-

tan, (blow-pipe), and cut off heads— the distinguishing peculiarities

of Dayaks. They call them the subjects of the sultan, but from the
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ti*ars which the Hrunians liave uf llicsc nioiintninecrs, il would seem

as natural to conclude that Hruni is subject to them, as that they are

subject to Bruni. To repeated Inquiries and cross (luestious, whether

tliey hail themselves seen men from all these ditFerent tribes, and

whether they are distinct races, they replied in the affirmative. But

any one who has had e.\perience of the ignorance of the .Malays, and

of the indetiniteness of their notions in regard to matters a little re-

moved from their every day business, understands that the answers

which he receives to his questions he Is not to pul down as points

settled. I endeavor to get information from them by familiar con-

versation, without putting any direct questions, and never rely upon

anything until the evidence from testimony and circumstances has

accumulated to a considerable amount. A man of some intelligence

for a Malay, says that the number of Dayaks in this region is thirty

or forty thousand, and that they have the same customs and character

with the Dayaks of Sambas, but diflereni languages. The term

Dayak, though understood, is but little used here. The more com-

mon appellations given to the aborigines are Murut, and orang gu-

nitng (men of the mountains). The names of the twenty-one tribe.s,

as written down from the mouths of two or three pnngernns, are

these; .Murut, Kayan, Bisaya, Tabun, Punan, Daya, Tatow, Kana-

wit. Siting, Bukaian, Sundaya, Dali, Baung, Taring, Kajanian, Agis,

T.igar, Dusun, Bijow, Narun, Mllanow. All these they say are

Avz/fc (infidels), and cut off heads. Their food is rice, sago, hogs,

cows, and reptils. Their dress is a cloth or bark around the loins.

They sometimes come to Bruni bringing wax, rice, and fruits, as a

kind of tribute to the sultan. The names given above are perhaps

not all the names of so many distinct tribes, but rather a collection

of the names which these pangerans have heard applied to the inha-

bitants of the interior. I’he only .Mohammedan race besides the

Malay is the Kadayan. These people we have seen repeatedly both

at the sultan’s and at their own houses. They do not differ from the

Brunians more than men of the city and men of the country com-

monly do. Still the .Malays persist in calling them a distinct race.

If so, they are probably a portion of the original inhabitants of the

countrv (Dayaks) whom the .Malays have subdued and converted.

Called on iMnda Hasim. In his verandah saw two men with their

feet in the stocks. The crime of one was theft, that of the other

witnessing the theft without making it known. The thief, it is said, is

to be put to death, the usual punishment for this crime. In the after-

noon went to the hills. Saw several houses of the Kadavaiis. The
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women were at work poiimling paddy and carrying water. In the

evening, it being the eve of their holy day, that is, the evening previous

to the hari juinat, or Friday, we had an opportunity of witnessing

their sambayang (w'orship). It commenced in the sultan’s verandah

about 9 o’clock, with singing, accompanied by tainborins. The
music was the best I have yet heard among the natives of the east.

After an hour or two of rather monotonous singing, they became

more animated, and commenced a very singular chanting, and bowing

at the same time in a manner equally singular, to keep time with the

tune. The chanting was occasionally varied, and with it the mo-

tions of the body. The excitement went on increasing until they

were exhausted by this chanting and bowing. A young pangeran

w l)o took part in it said that, it made his head ache. There were

two priests present, and the sultan was a part of the time among the

worshipers. When asked what was the meaning of all this, they

said it was ‘praising Tuhan Allah.’ The language used was Arabic.

The name of Mohammed was accasionally to be distinguished.

The worship, if worship it might be called, w-as continued till

midnight.

May 19th. In the morning accompanied a young pangeran to his

house to visit his sick brother, and then as a recompense he took us

in his boat on a short excursion. We landed at tw'o or three

different places, and ascended the high banks. In one place we saw

a number of graves. We have before found similar burying grounds

in several places, upon the sides of the river. Each grave is marked

by two pieces of w'ood, (occasionally they are of stone,) from one to

two feet high, and two or three feet apart. The earth over the grave

is raised a few inches, and kept in its place by four pieces of wood

forming a parallelogram three or four feet long and one or two

broad, and rather neat in its appearance. The whole resembles the

graves of the Makassars and Biigis, except that these tribes, instead

of wood, commonly use stone for the upright slabs and the surround-

ing frame.

Having seen the town from five or six different hills, and having

passed through it in all directions, a more particular description is

now given. It is situated ten miles from the river’s mouth, at a spot

where it divides into two branches, the smaller of which comes from

the north, and does not extend far above the town, while the larger

branch comes from the west, and may be ascended in small boats, it

is said, twenty miles or more. 'I'here are also two other very small

branche.s. which we ascend as far as a boat could no. 'I’hc site olj
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ilic town, wlu'llicr rogaul l»«; had to delcnse, or convemtnct;, or bciin-

t) of scenery, is well cltosen. i'lie houses are built upon nibotiff posts

over the w ater, along both sides of the river, and on lM)th of its branch-

es. As the river is divided in the midst of the town, at the house

of the sultan, it has at this point the appearance of three broad ca-

nals lined with houses, and coining from dilFerent directions to meet

at a common centre. The rise of the tide is from four to eight feet,

and usually there is w ater under nioat of the houses during the w hole

twenty-four hours. At very low water, however, the houses are left

standing in the mud for a short time, their being only suHicienl water

to allow boats to approach the ladders of the front range of dwellings,

w hile the hou.<es in the rear, at such times, are inaccessible to boats,

and must be approached by passing along the platforms and veran-

dahs of other houses. There are from two to live ranges of houses,

one back of another, connected together to some e.xtent, but not suf-

licieiitly so to make it possible to go many rods without getting into a

boat. At low water the breadth of the river is about a third of a

mile, and at high water two thirds. In many places when the tide

was up, a broad sheet of water extends between the houses farthest

in the rear and on the shore. The largest prahns ascend the river as

fur as the town; and formerly in the days of Chinese commerce with

Bruni, junks of large size were to be seen in the midst of the town.

The construction of the houses is like that of Malay houses in other

places. The roof is covered with layers of palm leaves called hatap.

The sides are either hatap, kajang (also made of palms leaves), or

hoards. Boards being hewed, and not sawed, are expensive and lit-

tle used. Neither is bamboo much used, probably because it is not

easily obtained. We see but little of it in the forests. There is but

one muzjid (mosque), and that it small. 'I’lie town is surrounded by

hills on the east, south, and northwest, varying in height from 100 to

‘ioO feet. These hills and the windings of the different branches of the

river, render truly beautiful a place which would otherwise be with-

out attractions. There would he still more of the beautiful, if the

hills, instead of being left as they are, for the most part, in the wild

luxuriance of nature, were adorned by the hand of cultivation. 'I'lie

Creator has done everything for this lovely region, while man has

done nothing, or worse than nothing. Those spots from which the

forest has been removed by former attempts at cultivation, are now
overrun with bushes, or with a coarse grass called lalang, which

iking deep root, and being more difficult to be subdued than the

nginal jungle, is regarded as almost the ruin of the huid.
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Concerning the number of the inhabitants it is imposssible to speak

with accuracy. The place appears larger as one passes along the river

in a boat, than it does from the hills just in the rear, whence the

whole may be seen at once, and with entire distinctness. The popu-

lation cannot exceed 25,000, and probably does not fall below 15,000.

The number may be estimated at 20,000. According to Pangeran

Yusuf, there are about 3000 boats. Good w'ater is obtained from the

base of the hills along the river side. Salt is made from the water of

the river by boiling. We passed some of the little houses or sheds

where it is made.

May 20th. The sultan called for us to go with him in a boat a

short distance. W'e went a few yards, as far only as the little island

of half an acre in extent, upon which the muzjid stands. Here, be-

tween the muzjid and his own houses, the sultan pointed out to us

ten or twelve cannon, most of them brass, and very large, lying about

at random in the grass, some on broken or decayed carriages, and

others on the grouncT. Part of them were of native manufacture, and

others were from abroad. There was one very large piece, bearing

the name and arms of Carolus III. of Spain.

Every day persons apply for madicine to cure them of diseases,

caused by their licentiousness. Rheumatism and diseases of the skin

are also very common. A roughness of the skin, resembling scales

called kurap is often met with. Out of the thirteen men who were at

work today at the sultan’s, replacing the decayed posts under the

house and the platform surrounding it, seven have this cutaneous

disease. The proportion, however, from the whole population is by

no means so large. ( To be continued.

)

Art. III. Notices of Natural History: 1, the rhinoceros; 2, the.

camel; and 3, the elephant; translated from the Pun Tsaou,

and other Chinese authors.

There is more discrepancy among Chinese authors concerning the

se or sze than almost any other wild beast which they describe. The

fact that there are two characters, whose forms are very different front

each other, employed to designate this animal, which is no doubt

meant for the Indian rhinoceros, would appear to indicate that some
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lmn! or other there iiiii^lit have been two s|>ecics; but the clescrip-

lions under each cliaraeter are not more dissimilar than are llmse

toniid in difl'erent liooks when describing the same animal. The I’nn

'I'saon says, the sr and ize are Iwtli intended for the same iinadrnped,

and the discrepancy has arisen from the various pronunciations of the

north and south. But this does not explain why there are two cha-

racters ; and another author endeavors to remove the diniculty by

assigning one name to the male, and the other to the female. From

these doubts of the t'hinese writers, it is probable to us that the rhi-

noceros is not at present, nor has been for a long time, a native of

(’hina. It is said to occur in the western borders of the land
;
a

phrase which we often meet with in their books, meaning sometimes,

that the animal is found in those parts, but often too that the know-

ledge of it came from countries lying on the west of the middle king-

dom. Others say it is found in the southern mountains; and describe

it as an ox, with one horn on the nose, and an other on the crown of

the bead. In its general appearance it resembles a hog; but this ac-

count is altered by another writer, who says it is like a bnlValo, with a

hog’s head, partaking also of the figure of an elephant. It has a great

belly, short legs, and each foot has three toes, with nails on the top

like a horse’s hoof.

’Fhe body is black, not very long, and the hair, says the Pun

Tsaou, i^ like the bristles of a bog, growing by threes from a single

root. The skin is very thick and hard, fit to be used in making

shields and cases for armor. The sc is described by one author as

having three hotns
;
by another with two; and there are those which

have but one, and that weighs a thousand catties. The horn on the

nose is called the ‘eating horn,’ because the animal employs it in

procuring its food. Its tongue is very prickly and rough; it eals the

iliorny parts of the trees and thistles, but does not choose the smooth

branches and leaves. It prefers muddy water for its drink, because

it does not like to see its own image reflected from the clear water

;

and be the hoarfrost or fog ever so dense, his skin is not wetted. In

the night, it follows the stars when traveling.

'Phe people who wish to capture the sc, says doctor Woo of the

'Pang dynasty, place rotten wood before its path to the mountains,

disposing it in the form|^f a sheepcot, and placing a few sheep and

hogs within the inclosnre. The monster coming up, and wishing to

enter the inclosure, steps upon the treacherous foundation and is

overthrown ; and the hunters hasten nji, while he finds it dithcult to

rise, and there dispatch him. I'very year he sheds his horn, which

isVOL. Ml. NO, 111.
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he carefully buries in the mountains
;
but the men watching where

he hides it, take it away and substitute a wooden one
;
but if the

beast on the third time discovers that his horn has been taken away,

he avoids that locality, and secretes it elsewhere. The horn is three

cubits long, and is likened by one author to the handle of a horse-

whip. They were anciently used to make cups j and because the se

is very powerful and skillful in goring other animals, these cups were

employed when the wine of punishment was drank. The horn is also a

specific in the pharmacy of the Chinese. In cases when a person

starts in his sleep, and yet does not awake (somnambulism is probably

intended), he is not to be burned with fire till he does arouse, lest he

injure some one; but by spitting in his face, biting his feet, and pull-

ing his toVnails sharply, he can be awaked
;
and when aroused, if

the horn of a rliinoceros be put under his head for a pillow he will

not again relapse. When one vomits blood, the livers of geese and

ducks and the fresh horn of the se are directed to be ground up and

mixed in wine for the patient. The figure here given is from a Japa-

nese book—

which contains the tapir, and embodies the Chinese description much

better than any figure in their books which we have yet seen. The

Japanese call it sdi, (their mode of writing sc,) and merely repeat

the leading characters from Chinese authors. It is questionable

whether the rhinoceros is now a native of either-.Japan or China. It

is recorded that in the reign of the emperor Pingte of the Han dynas-

ty (a. d. 4) one of the western tribes presented him as tribute with

a rhinoceros.
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The camel is called to by the Chinese, because he is chiefly em-

ployed in carrying bag* srid sacks; and the character when etymolo-

gically considered means the Aorse of 60^5 . It is also called to to,

the bag bearing camel, a name that has become corrupted into Id to.

The etymologies of tho Chinese are sometimes deserving of notice

as an index of their habits of thought, and mo les of combining rela-

tive ideas in order to embody a new one; ^jnd in no particular branch

of knowledge are they more curious than in zoology. There are, says

the Pun Tsaou, b.)th wild and domesticated camels found beyond the

northern and western frontiers
;
the latter reared for the purposes of

tratfic and gain, but the wild sort afford the best medicine. This

animal is like a horse with the head of a sheep : it has a long neck

an«l jrendenl ears, lha legs h ive three joints above the ancle, and on

its back are two fleshy humps, where all its fat is collected. It is of

various colors, yellow, gray an I sandy. Its nature is inimical to

heat, which is the reason it entirely sheds its hair, in the summer;

the hair is employed in making garments. ^Vhen the dung is burned,

the smoke ascends directly upwards, like that of the wolf’s, on which

account they are both used for signal-fires upon the mountains.

The camel is very strong, carrying burdens weighing a thousand

catties to the distance of 200 Ir. or more in a day. When it is loaded,

it quietly kneels down to receive the burden. It can discern where

there are fountains of water
;
and when the drivers observe them

stand still, doggedly refusing to proceed, and digging the earth with

their feet, they know that water is to be found beneath the surface;

and their sagacity is so well ktiown that travelers always follow the

trail of the camels, knowing that it will lead them to springs of water.

In the Shamo desert, there blows at certain seasons a very hot and

deadly wind
;

and the camels, when they perceive its approach,

stretch out their necks, utter distressing cries, and bury their mouth.s

and noses in the sand, on seeing which the attendants throw a blanket

over themselves, and thus avoid the danger. When it repose.s, it

does not lay along on the ground, but doubles its legs under its body,

and sleeps with its eyes open, for which peculiarity some have called

it ming to, the bright camel. Its speed is great
;

for there is a

kind called ked to, the wind f>oted camel, which will travel a

thousand le in a day. It is said that in countries west of China,

there are camels with only one hump upon the hack, resembling tho

zebu. The Pun Tsaou here quotes several synonyms of the one

humped camel, all of which are also applied to the zebu in other

works, which would show that the dromedary was not distinctly
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known lo llie Chinese. In Kanghe’s dictionary, it is said that the

camel is vulgarly called fuug new, or zclm, in some places. The
milk i.s prescribed in a few diseases, being sweet and innoxious; and

the flesh is harmless and wholesome. Its hair is softer than the fox,

garments made of it are cool and pleasant.

The character which represents the elephant is intended to com-

bine the figures of its proboscis, eyes, tushes and legs; and in the

ancient seal character, the resemblance is sufficiently accurate to

detect the animal. It is found in the Keaouche country (Cochin-

cliina), says the Pun Tsaou, where the inhabitants eat its flesh, roast-

ing it at the fire w'ith flour and wine; the trunk affords the best meat.

Herds of tliem are also met in Yunnan and in tbe regions beyond,

wliere they are caught. The largest are about ten cubits long, and

six cubits high, and their bodies contain as much flesh as four oxen

would produce. The eyes resemble a hog’s, the ears are long and

pendent, and the neck is so short that the animal cannot turn it

around to look behind. The legs are like pillars, the feet have no

toes, blit are furnished with claws and in walking, the left foot al-

ways precedes. Within the mouth are teeth for eating, and by its

two protruding lips also proceed tushes, which clasp the trunk on

either side. The proboscis is as large as one of the legs, and reaches

to the ground. At the end is a hole, that can be opened and shut,

w'ithin w'hich is a skin like a drum-head, which if injured causes

death
;
and as the strength of the animal lies chiefly in the trunk,

any wound inflicted on it causes disease and death. In eating or

drinking, all the food is taken up by the trunk, and introducd into

the mouth by turning it around. They are of an <ash color, some-

times white, but the latter are bloated and ill looking. The skin is

used to make shields, bridles and drums; and when cut into thongs,

it is uscfid in binding up articles.

The female begins to bear when five years old, and has a young

one once in three years, and goes to the desert mountains to bring

forth. When the male covers, they enter the water, in which par-

ticular the elephant diflers from all other animals. At the age of sixty,

its bones attain their full size and number. The foreigners of those

coutnries where it is found domesticate it, and the great men dress

them up and ride on them, for the nature of the animal is to under-

stand the speech of men, and to remember things for a long time.

’I'hey have many contrivances for capturing and killing the wild ele-

phants, by digging pits for them to fall into, or by laying nooses in

it.- paths which entangle its feet. Sometimes female elephants are
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rmplovt'd to sediict? tliPin.aiid thus catch them; and the [Hjople gradu-

ally domesticate them with lood and commerce with the female,

and also appoint a man to guide them, who is called the elephant’s

slave, and who governs it hy sticking a hook, which he carries, into

right or left foreleg. It eats grass, pulse, sweet cane and wine, and

dreails smoke, fire, lions and serpents, 'rite ivory of the tnsks is used

in making ollicial insignia ; and the people on the west liring tnshes

'o China, which are ornamented and fashioned in a beantihil manner,

and hear a veiv liigh price. The elephant always closely hnrics the

exuvia- of its tnsks, at which time the inh.ihiiants closely watch its

movements, to find where it secretes them, and privily put wooden

ones in their stead. 'I’lie Pun Tsaon, in mentioning the peculiarities

of the elephant, says the gall bladder does not rest upon the liver,

but moves about in the body to the four limbs during the four seasons

of the year; in proof of which, an instance is cited of an elephant

that was killed in the spring during the .Ming dynasty, and the gall

bladder was foutid in the left foreleg. The Japanese speak of it as

the greatest of all beasts, and that the tusks are excellent form making

various things. The Chinese procure a part of their ivory from the

south and west; the native craft bring it to Canton. 'Phe skill and

persevering patience manifested in some of the articles which they

make from ivory have long been known and admired. W

.

Aut. I\' linnarks on Diphnnntic A^rnrif in China; with some

rirws ns to the powers and qualifications of a Foreign Minis-

ter. Hy (J. Traoesi ANT Lay.

I Ffi.i.Y concur with the gentleman, who has contributed several

long papers to this work upon American inllnence, in thinking, that

the present state of things in China calls loudly for amendment.

Merc we are treated as if we were a few poor hunger-bitten creatures,

just escaped from a lazar-house, with all our sores ami loathsomeness

about us, and in the extremity of our distress were fain to be fed with

the crumbs that fall from the celestial table. Our conduct as mer-

chants is so unprincipled and provoking, and our converse as men so

full of pollution and barbarity, that nothing hut the amazing goodness

of the imperial heart, touched with compassion at our forlorn condi-

tion, could hear with us a moment. No motive of policy, no regard to
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the advantages which the subjects of this realm derive from commerce,

has any weight with him who sways the destinies of China; nothing

but pure unmingled pity would suffer us to hover about the shores, or

to sojourn upon a little strip of ground at the very outskirts of the

empire. Of this state of humiliation we are reminded by the tone and

tenor of every edict; and of this state of humiliation we are made to

taste the bitterness in every way, that a high-flown pride and ingenious

malice can invent. I have neither strength, leisure, nor inclination,

to expatiate upon the evils of our present standing
;

but I think, for

brevity and the easement of both writer and reader, we may resolve

them into two kinds; the pernicious interference of wicked magis-

trates in all matters of trade, and the public scorn and obloquy which

is poured upon us on every occasion. The Chinese as private indi-

viduals seem to understand the value of fair dealing, and have often-

times exhibited that confidence in foreigners, which is the offspring

of a truly commercial spirit. Many have showed a friendly feeling,

and such as did not stop at deeds of substantial kindness. But friend-

ship and commerce are alike subject to the scourge of magisterial

intervention, uncircumscribed by laws and unchecked by the reproofs

of conscience or the censure of the world. The innate love of domi-

neering, cherished by that spirit of despotism, which embues every

sentiment in China, and the needy avarice of men who have pawned

more than their all in the purchase of places, and who are ever liable

to be drained dry by those above them, set them at work, and there is

no sanctuary, no hiding place, in the land whither a poor native can

flee and escape from his pursuers.

God is represented as the judge of all the earth
;

as sitting upon a

throne of judgment; and so on. In the conducting of this great ses-

sion we find his wisdom as great as his power. That is, we find that

he displays just as much wisdom in detecting offenses and proving

their guilt, as he will power in bringing them to punishment. The

charge brought against some wicked men is not founded upon a

multitude of circumstances; but the long-suffering of God lets them go

on till, in yielding to the bent of their corrupt minds, they fall into

some sin, so public and so atrocious, that it becomes both the judge

and the accuser, and nothing remains but to execute the sanction of

the offended laws
;
so that experience has taught us to say, when we

see dissemblers playing an equivocal part, leave them alone, allow

them but time enough, and they will prove what they be without any

other process of conviction. Of this we have now a wonderfnl exam-

ple in the Chinese authorities, for indictment against them need not
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embrace a inulutudc of counts, nor multifarious evidence to sustain

It, though there is no holt of eitlier matter or proof, for they stand

convicted before us. Opium, tliat entails so many mischiefs upon

this country, has this one good, if not more in it, inasmuch as it shows

of what slulT a mandarin is made. Uy proclamation the sale of this

drug is forbidden, and its use condemned as fraught with the most

baneful efl'ects. This view of the subject has been ratified by the

destruction of all the vessels employed in its conveyance, and by the

public execution of many olTenders. All this is well and highly

behtting the duties of men who are by olHce the guardians and trus-

tees of the general safety. Now, after taking a glance at the fair and

spotless side of the picture, let us just look at the black side, that we

may behold one of the greatest contrasts that was ever exhibited

among the scenes of life. For these very men not only accept of

secret bribes to wink at the introduction of the article, but they have

taken the whole business into their own hands, and authorize it with

I

the whole weight of their authority, so that the trade is at this mo-

I ment pushed with greater vigor them at any time previous, and with

BO much success by foreigners, that a fortune is made in very short

time and with the least possible risk.* Here are the men who promul-

gate the law, that opium shall not be imported
;
here are the men

who break the law, not by sufl’erance merely, but by doing the

very deed themselves. This too is done, not in the dark, but in the

bro.ad eye of day-light
;
not in private vessels, but in boats belonging

to the government. A few days ago at Hongkong 1 saw a manda-

rin boat pull along side a receiving ship and take in thirty thousand

dollars’ worth of opium, while the harbor was studded with lesser

j

craft bearing the custom-house flag, which were said to be waiting for

I that and other contraband articles. We are therefore relieved from

' the necessity of shewing by an illation of many particulars, that the

I

Chinese mandarins are the last men in the world to be intrusted

I

* Since .Mr. Lny's paper was in hand, a fact has come to oiir knowledge,
' corroborative of wliat he has said of the magisterial conduct of the local aiilhn-

rities. Near the middle of the last month, the Poppy, one of the foreign boats
— of which there are some thirty constantly plying on the river, all strictly

interdicted — was boarded, and with her cargo niade a prize— or a booty —
by some of his majesty's cruisers. The foreign boat and the Lascars, manning

I

her, are now (July IGth) in the custody of the senior hong merchant; and three
I of the Chinese officers, who commanded the cruisers, in the seizure of the Poppy,

have been beaten and reprimanded, for their temerity:—‘they were sent to watch
notice boats, and to prevent them from smuggling; to interfere with those of
foreigners and create disturbance was an extreute of audacity, never to bo
allowed.’ We have heard it intimated that, this fear of disturbance may have
been caused bj a dread of the British lion.
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with any public I'unction, for they pronounce the law touching tliem-

selves and furnish the evidence of their own accord. And we are

also relieved from the necessity of giving any details respecting the

annoyances which merchants encounter, for any man may easily ga-

ther how unsatisfactory a commercial understanding must be, which

is obnoxious to the interference of such men.

In the second place that public scorn, with which we are enter-

tained, is surely no inconsiderable grievance. There is something

in reproach so repugnant to the constitution of our nature, that he

who best understood it never calls upon us to endure it patiently, with-

out annexing an infinite reward to obedience. In the way of doing

good or in our attempts to make a friendly impression upon the na-

tives, we have to encounter a deluge of scorn and mockery, and

though a patient kindness and a knowledge of their language may

diminish the tide here and there, yet it makes nothing to the vast

flood of contumely that eddies around us on every side.

These are two grievances w'hich stand in the forefront of the rest;

to check, limit and control them would be, among other things, the

aim of a diplomatic agent. It would prove itself to be a great work,

and one beset with peculiar difficulties. As to the means or instru-

ments for eft’ecting any thing, let us see what we can find. In wes-

tern countries we have two remedies against a bad magistrate, we can

subject his conduct to the notice of his superiors, and we can bring

public opinion and public censure to bear upon it. These things do

not make men virtuous, but they help to keep them from doing evil.

In China all authority is, I dare say, reckoning from the highest to

the lowest, very nearly of the same leaven, and public opinion must be

a poor thing without the existence of free institutions to give it sup-

port and uniformity. But they are not without their value. For did

these wicked men know of a certainty, that their conduct would be

faithfully delineated before the emperor and his court, they would

not strut in pride and mischief so freely as they do now; and did they

feel assured that a reply, a plain and spirited reply, to an abusive edict

would meet the imperial eye, they would be more measured in their

vituperation. 'Bo open a certain and inviolable road of communica-

tion between the foreign merchants and Peking would be one means

of effecting a change for the better; for however prone the court

miorht be to sympathize with the subject, there is sonrething so force-

I'ul in truth, that it is a question whether the father of lies himself be

altogether proof against it, and though general feeling here is sadly

cnrlnd bv personal dread, there is a certain apilude for, or a
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perception of, «liat is fair and equal, lliat leads a man spontane-

ously to comleinn some thinjjs and to approve their contraries.

I have mentioneil two grievances, and have suggested a twofold

remedy, hut let no one think me so much in love with my own con-

templations as to fancy that these are all. I should rejoice to see a

minister from Great Britain, who was so qualified hy natural endow-

ments, and so happily poised in authority and circumstance, as to

find out for hiin«elf hoth what it were good to be done, and the best

I

way of doing it. Let ns consider what qualifications, what honors,

and what happv circumstances, would l>e absolutely necessary to givo

I
us any hope of success.

I
In the first place, he ought to be a man of great natural emlow-

j

rnents, and these should be of a particular kind
;

for one may have a

talent for physical researches, for the studies of ancient literature, or

' for the arts by which life is adorned and the powers of li\ing agents

arc multiplied, and yet h.ave no turn for diplomacy. He may under-

stand many things which are good to be known, but he may have no

insight into the different ways by which the happy or adverse condi-

( tion of one country may affect that of another; he may never have

I

submitted to any analytical reduction those principles which ought to

I regulate the intercourse between two states; he may be unable to es.

timate the value of mutual accommodation, and may be a stranger to

those methods, by which the asperity of national pride may be soften-

ed, and the feelings of self-love be so managed as to operate for the

advantage of another. By the laws of Great Britain we are expected

to serve an apprenticeship to llie arts and mysteries of common life,

and we cannot make much proficiency in any department of learning

I or science without a long and a patient application. Now the science

j

and art of diplomacy, when we consider the intricate nature of its

theory, and the address that is required in dealing with its practice

may well seem to demand as long a period of study, not among books

only, but amidst the active duties and high responsibilities of public

life. A minister to China would find more occasion for sagacity, tact

and experience than he would to any other country on the face of the

globe. He would have to make full proof of his ministry, that is, ho

would have to put forth his best energies, both natural and acquired,

if he would advance one step without treading upon that net of wiles,

tricks and falsehood, which Chinese ingenuity would perpetually

throw in his way. 'Fhat degree of knowledge and experience which

we are supposing would not only l)e calculated to meet the peculiar

exigencies of the case, but would have this twofold advantage, as it

H>VOl.. VII. NO. III.
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would lead its possessor to patience and a well grounded confidence

in himself. He would have learnt to exercise patience by observing^

that what ever doublings and sleights there may be on the part of a

competitor, truth and goodness will finally get the upperhand, though

measures founded upon them may have to wait some time for their

full developement. Confidence in himself would deliver him from

the temptation of asking counsel, generally the first step to a man’s

undoing; would render him proof against the little puffs of common
censure, the despairing cries of those who maintain that nothing can

be done, or the more plausible views of those, who imagine that our

point can only be carried by adopting some device which they have

had the good fortune to light upon. Such a man, if he did not know

what road to take, would wait till he bad learnt the right one by

observation and experiment, and if one method did not succeed, he

would try another without throwing away either his hopes or his

self-possession.

He ought to be a man who has for some time enjoyed the confi-

dence of the public, and that degree of popularity, which is calculated

to make a man at ease with himself and others. In China he would

find himself alone amidst a thousand perplexing and discouraging

circumstances, and would therefore be much in need of a sense, that

not only the favor of her majesty’s ministers, but also the sympathy

and good-will of his countrymen were ready to follow him in all his

proceedings. The thought of this would cheer the mind and give

vigor to exertion even where the issue appeared most doubtful. This

popularity supposes the existence of another thing, which is material,

an intimacy with the feelings and wishes of the community
;

for the

public esteem is not bestowed except upon those who are found to

have sentiments and views in common with it. A knowledge of,

and a complacency in, the public tone and temper would enable

him in the happiest manner to shape his course so as to meet the

approbation of those at home, and to aim at such ends as they would

think most condusive to the honor and interest of the nation.

Talents that had proved their worth amidst the conflicts of inter-

national policy and rival interests, the favor of the court and a high

popular standingr would be accompanied almost as a matter of course

with extraordinary powers. That is, he ought to set out with the full

assurance, that none of the measures he may take shall be censured,

nor anv stipulations or arrangements he may agree upon with the court

of Peking shall ever either be cancelled or their policy questioned,

till 1)\ a full and fair trial they had shown themselves to be either
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hurtful or useless. The couit of Great Britain is too tar ofl to judge

nicely about the national views and usages of the Chinese, and there-

fore in a matter of difficulty it would not be able to tell how far the

honor of the nation might be compromised or its interests prejudiced

by any particular step or mode of procedure. Besides, the delay

of a twelve month, might be fatal to the best concerted schemes,

and destroy the happiest opportunities for effecting any desirable

object. To wait a decision from home would seem like weakness on

part of the minister, which is one of the most untoward intimations he

could give of himself; for this people have their natural discernment

so sharpened by envy, that they are very quick in spying out the

failings and weak points of another. His instructions could only be

of a very general character, for he would have to ascertain to what

grievances commerce is subjected and the methods for abating or

removing them, what agreements and articles of mutual understanding

would be desirable and by what way negotiations might be set on foot

to obtain their ratification.

There is another quality highly necessary and which indeed gives

a charm and value to all the rts:. And that is a sense • f public

duty. Private resentments and partialities must be annihilated and

a man ought to move and breathe only in tlie atmosphere of his public

function. ‘I have been honored with an important charge, and many

kx)k for great things at my hand, how can I show myself worthy of the

trust and satisfy expectations so flattering to my feelings.’ Upon such

meditations, and the endeavours that followed them, a man might ask

for the blessing of God with a safe conscience, and without the fear

of missing it, for that blessing would visit and prosper efforts and

wishes which owned no other source but duty to God and our coun-

try. I know that ministers at home have work eno.igh at present,

but I should rejoice to see them take some decided step in reference

to China, for here is a fine scope for experiment
;
and though it ap-

pears by no means to be an easy field of trial, this I am sure of, that

the interest is a match for the difficulty, and though the race be long

and arduous there is a noble prize at the end of the course.

In the mean while let us, missionaries and Bible agents,* who are

in a peculiar sense the servants of the public, toll our kind masters the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. This would ena-

ble them to sympathize fairly with us, to pray aright on our behalf,

and would encourage them to send us help when we require it. Let

• We ought before, perhaps, to have advertised our readers that the writer of
this article is an Agent of that truly.great and excellent institution, the British

and Foreign Bible Society.
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us not tell them fearful stories about the difficulty of the language,

nor intimate tiiat none but persons of extraordinary or miraculous

endowments can do any good in China. And in instead of casting

stumbling blocks in their way, let us make smooth paths for theif

feet, by assuring them, that a man with common sense and applica-

tion may master the language within reasonable time, and that if his

heart be filled with Christian benevolence he might visit the Chinese

at their homes and find many a pleasing token to assure him, that his

labor was not in vain. In doing thi.s, we may not aspire to the honor

of suggesting to states the line of their duty, but our remarks will

guide the minds of many, who feel a deep interest in China, and are

ready to do much, wheu we can clearly define to them the first steps

and preliminaries of a system, that is consistent with itself and calcu-

lated to meet the peculiar difficulties and exigencies of the case.

Art. V. The approach of a British Admiral; with remarks

on the official, commercial, and political embarrassments in his

way. By C. R.*

The Bombay Gazette of March 9th contains the following announce-

ment. “The new admiral has, we hear on good authority, been

ordered by the admiralty to proceed to China immediately after his

arrival in this country, and has brought with him sealed orders, not

to be opened till he reaches that destmation. We hope these orders

enable him to put strong measures in force in regard to the Chinese,

particularly as it is also stated that he has been told to take round se-

veral other vessels of war to the station. If this be the case the British

lion is at length aroused from his lethargy, and we may expect to

find such steps taken as, in the present posture of our aff airs in Can-

ton, are consistent with the dignity of the British nation, and the

interest of our commerce. We sincerely hope that something will be

done to place our relations with China on a permanent footing, and

that ail danger of future interruptions to our trade will be obviated.’'

Bombay Gaxetie, March, 1838: Englishman, 21st, March: Sin-

gapore. f'rc*. PreBS, April !9/4, 1838.

* This article, intended for our last number, was necessarily postponed for

want of space : it now eoes to press after tlie admiral’s arrival, yet w ithout auy
cha!i|?es in the phraseology, C. R preferring to consider the event, and its con-
SB»|uences. as prospective.
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'I'liis iiifuraiauuii teiiclies us at tlie close of the lourili yeai ol llie

frce-trudc with Clmia W iihm this brief interval, we have seen one

noble representative of Great Britain come among us, and after a

short and unsuccessful contest with the provincial authorities, retire

and die. Ilis third successor, the present superinteiidenl, by waiv-

ing the point in dispute— the right of direct coininunication— found

his way to Canton again ; but his stay was short, and for the last

seven months, the British flag has ceased to float over the factories.

But a ‘ British .\diiiiral is coming,’ and,— what is he coming for—
what can he do— are questions often heard in our little conniiunity.

Of the tenor of his instructions, we profess to know no more than our

neighbors. It may be true, that he conics merely to confer with the

chief superintendent. It may be that he will attempt nothing. Even

in this case, we should be inclined to shield some remarks on his

approach, under the reply of Idenstein to Fritz—‘What is to be

done ? Nothing
;
but much is to be said.’ But in truth we are dis-

posed to regard the coming of this officer, as promising something

decisive. There was an earnest given of this, when the superinten-

dent was directed to retire from Canton, unless permitted to communi-

cate directly with the viceroy. There is a further pledge given to the

same cd'cct, in the designation of so high an officer to this service.

The chief interest, that attaches to his inissiom, lies however in this,

that he co.mes as the representative of a new, youthful, liberal sove-

reign. .-Vnd though he may nut bring his final instructions with him,

yet so long an interval has elapsed since the superintendent’s retire-

ment to .Macao, tliat they may fairly be expected to arrive, and to pro-

vide for that event, before he leaves the Chinese waters.

It is a common remark, that ‘a new reign is fertile in brilliant pro-

jects,’ and one might argue from probabilities, that the plans that arc

to fill one day, with their details, the yet unwritten history of queen

Victoria, will be distinguished by no common lustre. From such a

series of noble attempts, one at least should not be wanting,— a

sincere and perservering endeavor to improve the British relations

with China.

We are free to confess, that we had relinquished, for some time

previous to the late demise, the expectation of any such amelioration

from direct British interference. But a new succession revives

the hopes, we had ceased to cherish. .V new prospect opens brdbre

us. We are already become more anxious that what is done here, in

the name of the queen, be done well and wisely, than fearful lest

nothing be attempted. M'c shall not however trouble the cabinet of
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Victoria, at present, with these our anxieties. We do not even pro-

pose to volunteer our counsels to the approaching naval commander,

nor to the able and active superintendent. Our business is with the

readers, especially the distant readers, of the Repository
;
and if we

succeed in giving them some clearer idea of the objects of negotiation

here
;
the difficulties in its track

;
the means and prospect of their

final attainment; the design of this article will be answered. We must

add, however, that the whole case— Great Britain versus China— is

too much for us. Our brief engages us to no more than a short and

simple plea, as to a few official, commercial and political embarrass-

ments, that lie most in the way, at the present moment, and to the

probability and the results of their removal.

1. The direct object of British negotiation in China is not the

removal of certain specified grievances. It is not, to obtain merely a

nearer approach to the tea hills; or a hotel for a British embassador

at Peking; or a range of warehouses for British merchants at Canton.

All these and many other acquisitions are desirable, but as objects of

direct demand, we believe they are not yet obtainable. The nego-

tiator must go farther back, and aim first to remove that hatred, or

distrust, or contempt, or whatever it be, which stands between the

contracting powers, and prevents the admission of any western state

to the confidence and respect of the Chinese. This access gained,

the rest— the detail— will follow in due time. On the basis of re-

ciprocity, equal favors, independence, all that is necessary to po-

litical, commercial, intellectual communication, may be built.

The immediate prize held out to both parties, by such negotiation,

is the vast benefits of unrestricted intercourse. These benefits the

Chinese are as capable of appreciating as ourselves, only let their

right of soil, their love of tranquility, their national pride, and patrio-

tic attachments, be safe, and sacred.

2. It will be remembered by our readers, that all the late Brit-

ish negotiations in China have failed in limine; have been broken

off by disputes as to the mode of communication, or as some insist,

by questions of etiquette. Thus lord Amherst retired from under

the walls of Peking, without an audience. Thus her majesty’s

commissioner withdrew from Canton on the 2d Dec. last, and still

remains at Macao, clinging, as the viceroy says, to ‘ his vain aspira-

tions,’ after the honor of direct communication with his noble self.

The British government is now out of communication with the Chi-

nese. How to get into communication again, constitutes the official

difficulty, to which we have referred The disadvantages of such
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a non-inlercoursp arr so gr»-at, llial the reconciliation sliould not be

deferred. In evidence of these, we may take the late admissions ot

the periodical press, on the subject of the British hospital-ship. This

vessel, fitted up for the reception of seamen at Whampoa, under a

regulation which authorizes British subjects, residing abroad, to call

on their government lor half the funds required for the support of

hospitals, 6i,c., has for some time past been believed by the Chinese

to be made use of to facilitate the operations of the opium-tleet. Un-

der these circumstances, the viceroy has demanded of the superin-

tendent, the removal of this ‘queen’s ship.’* But the superintendent

cannot interfere; he cannot explain on the part of her majesty; he

cannot clear the honor of his fiag
;
he is out of communication ! This,

however, is but a poor instance. All negotiation, all official expla-

nation, is of course in abeyance, while this non-intercourse lasts.

The difficulties in the way of its removal, stand thus.

At Peking the Chinese government requires from foreign embas-

sadors, the performance of the kotow. A sovereign of more than

usual liberality or high personal character, might dispense with this

;

but the evidence on this head at present possessed, is not sufficient to

give much encouragement to a mission to Peking. The ground on

which the British government refuses an audience under the terms of

the Kotow, are— that it is an act of homage— an expression of feal-

ty— and as such is demanded and insisted on by the Chinese.

t

At Canton the provincial authorities refus^e audience to the British

representative, and require that his communications pass through the

hands of the hong merchants, as the political brokers or go-betweens.

* To this demand, the Hospital Committee have since responded, and the

ship has been removed and is now being broken up.

The confusion which exists in several languages between the expressions of
external acts — of respect such as is paid to men. and of worship such as is due to

God alone, evinces that men's ideas on this point are not everywhere alike clear,

or that there is some dilhcultv in making the distinetion. Thus the Hebrew

nn::*, the Greek np»yKe*,-w, and the Chinese are equally expressive

of reverence or woi’ship. Perhaps there is instruction in this confusion. It may
go to evince that no act. apart from the spirit, which impels to it, can be wor-
ship ; or in other words, that no bowing down to men. no eastern prostration, or
Chinese kotow, is necessarily impious, servile though it be, unless expressly
paid as a vo'untary and supreme homage. If this be so. we are relieved from the
argument that the kotow is absolutely impossible, because it is the same art

whereby the Chinese express their woi-ship to their gods. This religious bearing
of the question has, however, been purposely left out of view in the above remarks
on it as a national requisition. Its ohjeel. as a political demand, seems clear
enough. Iiut the obscurity hich rests on the whole subject of pagan worship, and
our inahillity to follow the Chinese into the penetralia of tiieir minds and sanc-
tuaries. Tuakc us hesitate, to say the leaist, to go the w hole length with those who
liave pronounced the kotoxv an net of idolatry.
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The British government refuses to treat at the provincial capital on

these terms for two reasons,—because there is no propriety in passing

papers between two public agents, through mercantile hands
;
and

because important, perhaps secret, documents are thus at the risk of

being falsified or exposed.

Thus the kotow, or something like it, cuts off official approach to

Peking, and the hong-intervention does the same thing at Canton. It

is proposed, we hear, to get rid of these two embarrassments, by the

negotiator’s betaking himself to some intermediate port, where there

is neither emperor, nor hong merchant— neither kotow nor go-be-

tween. The arguments in favor of this ineasure are— the ground is

changed
;
the force of ])recedent is somewhat broken; the conference

is renewed without directly giving up the dis]>uted point; the danger

of falsification of papers is lessened
;
and the discussion is removed

away from the seat of trade. There seems then to be sufficient rea.son,

why communication should be sought at some northern port, rather

than at Canton. There is no doubt that the lines of Chinese exclu-

sion converge on Canton. The same mind to entrap and confine the

foreigner exists elsewhere, but the toils are not yet laid. A more

important consideration is, that the British cabinet bas taken its

stand
;

it has withdrawn its representative from Canton
;
and to give up

the point anew— to reopen the communication just closed— is only

to add another to a list of vacilations, already sufficiently large. It is

a further ground for preferring the northern port, that a protracted

discussion, if carried on there, would perhaps interfere less with the

course of trade.

At the same time it is to be confessed that this expedient— this

northern expedition— is very far from promising a full relief, from

the embarrassments that beset the case. If the Chinese find a north-

ern negotiation inconvenient, it is not to be expected that they will

forget the non-conducting properties of merchants, or fail to substitute

some salt-merchant, for instance, when, in their opinion, communica-

tion should cease. Or if British taste be not over nice on this point,

and discern no objection to any but members of the cohong, one of

that body may be transported to the northern rendezvous, at as short

notice and with as much facility, as one of his own bales. For all the

purposes of falsification, the cohong are not indispensable. There is

no northern port so near Peking as not to leave many adepts at this

work between. For all the ends of humiliation, too. there are letter-

carriers everv where as low as any member of the cohong. Again the

seleciimi of a northern port, b) no means assures the uninterru|)ted
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continuance of ilie tiadc at Canton. If the expedition atichor at

Slian^hae, or any other harl>or, with the ileterniination to stay tliere

until concessions are made, tlio course taken hy the Chinese will

depend on how desirable ami how dangerous it may appear to them,

to dislodge the fleet. It is not probable that they would for a mo-

ment resort to force, to effect this. It is more probable, they would

bethink themselves of the ‘tea-reins,’ which they suppose they hold in

their hands. .And if the ptr^riirc of a British fleet at (’anion has not,

on former occasions, deterred them from drawing these reins— from

stopping the foreign trade— much less may its ahsenre at a northern

port

Still, though the resort loan intermediate point for negotiation does

not pr«>mise a great deal, it is well for (Jreal Britain not to retract,

for the tenth time, the little stand she has been induced to take. To
teach the Chinese resistance by her vacillation, is almost as unde-

sirable as to minister to arrogance by the performance of the kotow.

There is however this m irked difference between the hong-iiilerventioa

and the kotow. The former is disrespectful
;

it involves much official

impropriety
;

it ailds one to the numerous occasions of exposure and

alteration, to which papers entrusted to Chinese hands, are exposed.

But is not like the latter, a false act of homage, a national lie. .A

submission to the former under protest, for a time only, and for the

open purpose of exchanging those explanations necessary to a better

understanding, would not seem a very wrong thing. But the kotow or

its substitute can scarcely be rendered less objectionable by any ex-

planation
;

it is an expressive act— it $ays what words may only in .some

feeble manner inisnif. The evils of exposure though the cohong are

al.so much lessened by the circumstance that, the negotiations in view

are not confidential. On the contrary, publicity is just the thing wanted.

It should be a maxim here, ‘what is said to the officer, let the people

hear.’ 'Fhe force of the argument as to falsification is diminished in

like manner by the fact that, the knowledge of (he language now-

possessed by the British interpreters checks it, the replies of the au-

thorities furnishing them with pretty fair evidence of the genuineness

of the propositions first submitted. Its whole remaining scope bears

much more extensively than on the hong merchants. It goes for

direct access to the supreme authority
;

it rejects the official as much

as the commercial falsifier; and claims to deposit British communica-

tions in the hands of Taonkwang.

'I’he foregoing observations tend to this conclusion. The two

groat empires in question must not remain out of coinmnnication.

VOl.. Vll. NO. Ill
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Honor, interest, the hope of amelioration, every conceivable object,

forbid this. The renewal of intercourse, though not impossible, involves

apparently one of two embarrassments. Of these, the greatest is,

the rendering a false homage
;
the least, an act of submission to an

official impropriety, attended or not with a further vacillation, as the

same is submitted to at Canton or at a new point. The probability,

that the Chinese will yield the whole question of etiquette on the ap-

pearance of the admiral, we do not discuss. E.xperience is against it;

but let the new experiment decide the point.

The commercial difficulties referred to, present themselves in this

way. The position of the British merchants resident in China is

anomalous in the extreme, and the admiral will naturally be tempted

on his arrival to take up as preliminary questions, the evils of which

they complain. Of the origin and history of these embarrassing ques-

tions, it is extremely difficult to form a correct idea. The records of

the British E. 1. Company might be expected to furnish every neces-

sary explanation, but the fact is said to be otherwise, and the truth

perhaps is, that no one has time and patience to extract from the mass

of their journals the full amount of information which they do con-

tain. A considerable portion of these embarrassments are identified

with the existence of the cohong, which body was established in 1755.*

It does not appear, however, to have been created one corporate body

;

but rather thirteen individuals were designated— each independent of

the other, and above its control or inspection— for the conduct of the

foreign trade. The motive to the designation of these thirteen,

doubtless was, the favorite idea of the Chinese, that of fixing res-

ponsibility on an individual or a class. The nature of that res-

ponsibility— either to government for the customs money and police

restraint of foreigners, or to foreign merchants for their dues— does

not seem to have ever been well defined. In cases of pecuniary

deficit to government, it appears probable that a harsh construction

of the duty of mutual security would have followed, if anywhere

;

but it seems to have been almost immediataly discovered, that there

was an easier and ampler resource at hand, than the private proper-

ty of the members of the cohong. Twenty-four years after the

formation of the hongs, and before we hear of any separate deficits

to government, claims amounting to '*4,000,000 had been run up

* In this year, says .\uher, the foreign trade was confined to the hongs. l»y

imperial command, but the merchants had formed themselves into a consoo-body,
as is the custom of trades in China, thirty-five years before. The cohoiig is dated
by others from the “25tli year of Kefnlung.
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liy tbreigiiPrs agaiiisl ilie poorer liniigs. Meaiilmie the colioiig, like

all other trades m China, had built their coiniiiuii hall, or ‘ coiisoo,’

the expenses of « hich were annually delrayed out ol their private

profits, by a levy made ii|) among themselves. 'I'ho amount ol busi-

ness done by each was the natural guide to an estimate of these, and

became probably an early standaril of assessment. In all this, how-

ever, we tind nothing peculiar to the cohong, as monoiroly merchants;

nothing new in trades unprivileged
;
no argument, in short, for the

right ol'ta.xation, or the substitution of compulsory assessment for the

profits of trade. From what evil quarter came this suggestion, we

know not, but it was iii I7S0, under the pressing demands of foreign

creditors, backed by the F. 1. Company, ami in the prestnre of a

Itritish f'rigdtr, that the system began of laying direct taxes on for-

eign commerce for the satisfaction of foreign claims. 'I'his prece-

dent, unhappy as we now feel it, was then admitted, accepted, if not

recommended to, and forced on, the Chinese. The grand mistake

was then committed, of overlooking the means for the sake of the end.

'Fhe right or power of the cohong to levy taxes, which should have

been resisted to the utmost, was then submitted to, if not conferred.

From 1779 to the clo.se of the E. I. Comjiany’s last charter, no

improvement seems to have taken place in the management either of

the solvent or the insolvent hongs. 'Phe former class continued to

include weak and incompetent men. N\ ith all their advantages of

information furnished both hy native and foreign merchants, they

were generally unfortunate in their attempts to speculate upon b<ith.

The gradual depreciation in the value of foreign inqiorts, consequent

on reduced costs of production, lost them large sums. More than all,

they supported extravagant establishments, ami kept up a system of

jiriile and profusion in whole family clans, out of their monopoly

trade.* -\s a natural consequence, the members of the former

class were successively transferred to the latter, and name after name

on the old lists disajipears. In the adjustment of these successive

insolvencies, the imperial regulations— that foreigners shall not lend

money to hong merchants, that they shall from time to time report

their balances, and that these shall never exceed a fixed limit,— were

overlookeil, probably because payment by taxation was found to be

not so very onerous as had appeared. It is enough to add, that all

tliese settlements m the time of the E. I. Company, were made under

' .\ hong merchant was .<nying in conveisalion, a sliorl lime sinee. lhal his

hong used to he drawn on. for family expenses, to the ainonnl of 5>'.’UO.OOn per
annum
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tlieir direction, and tliat the accounts connected with tliein were

closed in

Tlie short interval that has since elapsed, has been so far from

bringing prudential reforms with it, that one hong doing extensive

business, has already been officially closed, and several others are

also in an insolvent state. The claims on these establishments are

said to amount to $5,000,000, and to be in a very considerable pro-

portion for British account.

The progress made toward the settlement of these dues, is briefly

this. The provincial government has waived the strict legal limita-

tions, and referred the claims on the closed hong to a committee of

natives and foreigners, by whom they have been audited and passed,

on the honor of the claimants, without any inspection of books. The
claims thus established, have been agreed to be paid in nine annual

instalments, and the sums required for their liquidation are about to

be raised by a tax on the foreign trade. A portion of the claimants,

discontent with the term of payment, have required the British gov-

ernment to demand an earlier day.

Others, not interested in the claims, have argued that public in-

terference is no less required to adjust the taxation about to be made.

Others again have called attention to the anticipated measures of

the cohong, as seriously affecting the future interests of the foreign

trade.

We are aware that these matters are, to all who have no direct

connection with them, ‘ as dry as the remainder biscuit after a voy-

age;’ still each of these three points demands a few words. The object

is simply to ascertain how far it is desirable that the approaching offi-

cer should interfere. In the first place then, it seems best the public

agent should not touch the claims on the one bankrupt hong already

adjusted
;

nor the accounts with the embarrassed hongs still doing

business
;

it being understood that the measures of the cohong are to

be broad enough to cover both sets of claims.

The main reason for keeping all these affairs out of public hands

is, that there are legal limitations— flaws— which if strictly applied,

would invalidate the larger portion of the claims already admitted; and

that if the settlement now offered be rejected, and the case carried up

to the supreme court, that tribunal might use its appellate right to tiy

the cause de novo. Although the period of payment be long, it is

thought to be better for the parties concerned to wait with loss of in-

terest, than to take a course which appeals from a favorable decision in

equity, to an adverse one in law. Besides as the claims were run up
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oil the old precedents of a deferred |>a) ineiit, it is no less than demand*

ing an ti(tost facto law, to sue for iininediatc li»inidation. Furthor-

niore, the experience of western settlements of money claims, is by

no means in favor of calling in public negotiators, uidess where the

private suitor has found himself unable to obtain anything at all.

'Fhus the late claims of the United Slates on the European govern-

ments were not obtained bul in part, and after negotiations protracted

through l.j, ’20, or IJO years.*

The second [Hjint— the mode of levying the proposed taxes— and

the ground it furnishes fur British interference, may be stated in this

way. The cohong after long and repeated sessions, and notwith-

standing private remonstrances on the point, persist in treating the

foreigners resorting to Canton as one mass. Although reminded of

their national distinctness, by the sight of as many as font flags, fly-

ing over the factories, they determine, where taxation is concerned,

to treat them as one. The operation of the confusion is this. A
bold American merchant, fur instance, ventures, notwithstanding the

imperial warnings, to lend money to a poor hong at 1'2, or 15 per

cent., and after five or six years, has a claim for double the sum ; or

if it stand over twice that period, as is said to be the case with some

accounts now open, for four times the amount loaned. The hong can-

not bear up forever under such interests
;

it is broken, and the claim

IS made payable in nine instalments or about four and a half years. A
tax on the general trade pays the amount and the capitalist finds his

original loan, in this worst case doubled twice in fifteen or sixteen

years. The same result happens, if goods sold be substituted for

money loaned. The bold seller gets the higher price, charges inter-

est, and takes the cohong guaranty, as a better bargain than the

lesser profits of a prudent sale.

That children should suller for their parents, subjects for their

rulers, &c., has been often treated as an unfairness in the condition

of men. With this we do not agree; bul the arbitrary, unnecessary

extension of this responsibility beyond its natural limits until it oblite-

rate national justice, is certainly undesirable as well as far more stagger-

ing to the public mind. The citizen of a state has a civil judge between

him and every other citizen of the same state
;
bul the arbitrator of

national difl'erences is— the sword. It is therefore extremely desirable

* The claims on Denmark inciint'd d. Ii*07-1‘2, settled hy treaty

The claims on Naples incurred a.d. settled by treaty

The claims on France incurred a. n 180.V1*2. settled hy treaty I'^tl.

The claims on Spain, some dating prior to 17tl5, settled hy treaty |t'I!l.

The claims on (j. Britain incurred a.d. 1812-H, settled by treaty l^i7.
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that a nice justice prevent such transferences among nations, as might

be tolerated, because not beyond remedy, between individual men.

This principle is applied by some respectable individuals, to the set-

tlements in question, and a claim for timely interference— for an

immediate distinction between flags in Chinese practice— founded

thereon. Those of the contrary part argue, that such a separation has

never been made hitherto, that it would be difficult to distinguish the

property of one people from another’s, and that in fact, the Chinese

have a right to raise their revenue in their own way, and we have

nothing to do with the matter, but to get our money as soon as we

can.

To the first argument it is replied, that the old measures of the

E. I. Co. are not rules for the free-trade, especially where they contra-

vene all equity; that the nations which have submitted hitherto, in igno-

rance, cannot be e.xpected to overlook the eastern trade much longer

;

that any state by urging, forcing settlements here, which bear unfairly

on other states, lays itself open to serious difficulties
;
and that, in

short, precedent— the embalming of abuses— is the last of principles

to be set up on the shores of China.

To the second it is replied, that it would be better to take the

flag as proving the nationality, than to disregard it altogether
;
but

that the better rule— the real ownership— is by no means inappli-

cable or beyond reach. To this ownership the declarations of the

parties can be had in every case
;
and if these have been taken as

sufficient evidence on which to establish vast claims, they may be

admitted as a rule for the mere mode of their liquidation.

To the third argument it is replied, that the right of the Chinese

to provide funds for their public e.xpenditure, is one thing; to draw

monies for the use and at the demand of the foreigner, is another.

The former is a domestic, the latter an international matter. If a

Chinese tax, for domestic use, bears unfairly on any foreign state, it

has the right of remonstrance, and all its ulterior privileges. If a tax

of theirs be laid by foreign demand, under foreign intimidation,

for the liquidation of foreign debts, the claiming state is bounded

at least to disavow all participation in any unfair or unjust resort,

for the sums in question. This re.sort may bo cloaked under fiscal

expedients so as to be scarcely traceable
;
or it may be so open as to

constitute grounds of serious accusation. Thus if Chinese officers

indirectly tax British property to pay American claims, it may merely

give rise to a necessity for explanation— to soreness and national

aversion. If the goods of the former should be openly decimated by
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force to i>ay tlie latter, ami sliould be received by tbeni knowingly,

It inigbt leail to reprisals on the one, as principal, and on tbc other,

as accomplice. It is further to be reineinl)ered, that the Chinese

can have no interest in confounding the claims of the citizens of

ditrerenl states. When they accpiiesced in the armed demands of

foreign creditors, it was not their business to prompt the claimants

to a nice justice among themselves. If a false, unju.st mode of

taxation was resorteil to in captain Panton’s time, and on that prece-

dent has been again and again revived, it was in every instance, the

foreigners who committed it— who wronged each other,— and not the

Chinese.

'I’here is one point however, in which the Chinese have an interest

i. e., in making the taxation resorted to, bear as lightly as possible on

themselves. And here too, the foreign claimants in former days,

seem to have been as little attentive to the interests of their fellow

citizens, as to the adjustment of their resjvective, mutual rights. Taxa-

tion in all its forms, is injurious to trade. When laid on imports,

it checks the industry employed on their production and transit

;

while it falls with its chief weight on the consumer of the article

taxed. When laid on ex|>orts, it operates in the same unhappy way

on the industry concerned, while it is ultimately made up in great

part by the consumer abroad. Whether the Chinese have under-

stood these operations may be doubted, hut they have been induced

by some reason, to raise a large share of the monies required for the

satisfaction of foreign claims, by taxes on their own peculiar ex|)orts.

'I'he practical operation has been to collect so much per pecul from

the exporters of tea, to pay, as the case might be, their ueighliors,

their rivals of other nations, or themselves.

On this second point— the equitable mode of levy— we are dis-

jHised to believe that opinions will erelong stand thus. So far as

existing claims are concerned, it is best that they be distinguished

nationally, and paid out of a tax on imports rather than on exports. A
check to British industry is probably less an evil, than a transference

of the guaranty for hong-debts, from the Chinese, to the drinkers of tea.

To furnish monies to a set of merchants abroad, wherewith to meet

their creditors, will not be admitted to be a beneficial arrangement

to England; nor will British honor stoop to accept the fruits of under-

hand and unfair spoliation, in satisfaction of just claims.

.\s to future hong-liabilities, the opinion will prnhaf>ly t)e ; that an

open trade with ('hinese merchants of all cla.sses, is the aim to he

kept in view. While the cohong subsists, however, with its narrow
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choice of solvent men, some moderate guaranty may be desirable

for the current balances of accounts. But all the just advantages

derivable from this security are nothing to the evils brought on the

trade by such excessive overlending or overselling, as has marked the

business even of the last ten years. If the Chinese government be the

partner of the hongs, as has been averred, it certainly has the special

partner’s right to name the point, at which its own responsibility

must be deemed to end. If the guaranty cannot be brought down

to a bona fide security for small, necessary balances, by limitations

agreed on between the foreigner and the native, the sooner it is given

up the better, and it becomes the British representative to take im-

mediate measures thus to deliver the trade from the evils, with which

the present system is fraught.

The third point— the prospects of the China trade under the pro-

posed measures of the cohong,— we state thus. In their ‘chop’ of

April 20th, they say—‘we have now resolved that, each hong mer-

chant shall set aside in the public treasury of the consoo-house, but

\\\s own c\\diXge, the profits of his transactions, whether in ex-

ports or imports, as also the receipts under the name of consoo charge

for general affairs; and that, at the close of the year, the whole shall

be disbursed. We have resolved that the foreign debts of the Hing-

tae hong shall be paid in nine annual instalments
;

that the pld

debts and the public claims shall be paid off in the times fixed
;
that

the public claims of each coming year shall be paid up as they fall

due
;
and if there be any overplus, it will be required for the neces-

sary expenses of the several hongs, to pay salaries, ^'c.' It appears,

therefore, that the remedy which the hongs see for deficient industry,

sagacity, or success, is the fixing a minimum of profit, below which,

the consoo charge included, not one of their body shall trade. Wheth-

er industrious or not, no one of their number is to be suffered to in-

volve himself, i. e., he is, if lazy or unsuccessful, to be supported out

of the public chest. To this arrangement, several objections are felt.

It fixes a rate of profit, below which no business for the trade shall be

done. Did it go so far as to fix a maximum too— i. e. a specific

brokerage— leaving the foreigner free to pay and receive the remain-

der of the price from the owner or buyer of produce, the plan would

answer well. But the design is, to preserve to the hong the advantage

of foreign competition, while the competition between the hongs

themselves is restricted by law. The effects on industry and on

competition cannot fail to be bad. Besides, it is a stretch of the

l>ower of consoo-taxation, beyond any former extent. Of the right of
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such taxation wr> arc not s ilislicd, and it a|)|)oars to l)c llic inaniic.-'t

interest of t'oreiifncts to oppose all attempts on the part of the hoiios,

to suhstitnte the "poils of coinpnisory assessment f*)r the profits o1

voluiitiirv trade. Inilividnal imliistrv and competition once c.xcliaiiijed

for forced levies, the foreiirn community will not merely find that

ground has beeii lost— that the privileop of money lendiiifr and a few

}jood sales have heen hoiinlit too dear— hut that it is pleasanter for

their »inondani friends to play the mandarin than the merchant — to

go on enjoying the sweets of taxation, than to earn the [irofits of trade.

From the fonigoing ohservations, which have hecn extended further

than we wished, onr readers at a distance will see that the dillicnit

jiart for the British negotiator, commercially speaking, is— to preserve

the advantage gained by his countrymen from the Chinese, in the ad-

mission of their somewhat illegal claims; to arrange with the pro-

vincial anthorities those limitations which shall save the general trade

from this blasting guaranty, so long as the cohong must last
;
and to

rescue the coiiimt rce of the port from the irregular taxation of the

hong merchants, by reducing them to their proper position and con-

fining exaction to one imperial standard adjusted at Peking.

The necessity of obtaining a tariff, with debenture privileges, in

order to bring back the trade of Canton from illicit to regular chan-

nels, has been so recently treated' in the Repository, that w'e pass it

over, and confine our remaining remarks under the commercial head,

to the dilficnlfies growing out of the opium trade.

For the estimation in which this traffic is liehi by the Chinese 20-

vernnient, we refer the reader to its osvn declarations, and particularlv

to those able memorials, which have already been transferred to this

work. The writers of those remarkable state-papers agree in traciim'

the growth, transportation and sale of the drug, and consequently the'

responsibility for all the evils with which it afflicts the empire, to

British .\gents. The open question is. Do they, and does the cabinet

of the emperor, charge the traffic, and its protection, on the British

government? On this point it is rather for the negotiator to inquire,

than for us to dictate. Our own belief however is— that the lenien-

cy with which the foreign opium-dealer is handled at Canton, is un-

explainable on any other ground, than that of fear to touch him.

What official grounds have been given for this fear we do not jiretend

to know, but we are convinced that it exists and operates. It may be

•.hat the anchoring of the king’s ships in the midst of the opinin-fleet

las sanctioned it. Or the fact that almost the whole foreign com-

nutiity are sellers of opium, may have suggested it. Or natives wher

VOI.. VII. NO. III.
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have seen opium chests, may have observed that they bear that mark

which the E. I. Company’s teas used to receive
;
that mark, under

the confidence of which, we were so often told that bales of British

goods pass unopened, from one end of China to the other. Or— but

we forbear.

It must be apparent to the reader, that while the Chinese go-

vernment continues to abhor and denounce the opium traffic, and no

measures are taken by the British representative to disconnect

it from his protection, an insuperable barrier stands between them,

and no progress can be made to mutual confidence. The prohibition

of its growth in India, or of its transportation to China, we do not sup-

pose to be consistent with western policy. Some simple measures

may, however, be adopted. The Indian government may clear itself

from all connection with the growth, and sale
;
and the drug may

cease to bear that mark— so familiar to Chinese eyes, so long asso-

ciated with every thing British in China ,— the mark of the hon.

E I. Company. The ships of her majesty may henceforth keep at so

good a distance from the opium-fleet, both in the waters of Canton

and along the coast, as not to be necessarily mistaken for their con-

voy, sent e.\pressly to protect them. The British government may

grant to China, the right it invariably assumes for itself, to specify

certain articles of contraband, which it will not permit to be offered

to its people in trade by foreign hands. It cannot deny the right of

the Chinese to confiscate all vessels found employed in the opium

trade, and to inflict on its agents, the penalties of fine, or banishment.

These penalties it will if possible administer, as in Turkey, by a

British court; but if this cannot be, it does all it can, while it sees

that they be kept within the bounds of mercy. These measures,

coupled with all necessary explanations as to western usage, will

obviate the greater part of the public difficulties, growing out of the

opium traffic.

We should convey a wrong impression, did we not here remark,

that our object has kept us to but one of the many bearings of this

branch of British commerce. The opium question is, in the whole,

a far more extensive one
;
indeed none of the age surpasses it in me-

lancholy interest. Its transcending evils undoubtedly are— that, it is

fixing an impassable gulf between the Chinese and Christianization :

polluting the medium between unnumbered multitudes and the gospel

;

and, by associating all corruption with the Christian name, entailing

on the Christian teacher of times to come, the hypocrite’s heritage of

scorn and mockery. But these, though its greatest, arc not its only
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evih. Ii IS a worm at iho root of Chinese industry
;
wasting tlie re-

sources of useful exchanges and substituting for them, a noxious

commerce. It is doing no good to England, in shutting out her fa-

brics to make room for Indian opium. It does not benefit the ship

owner, when it gives him a short voyage and a light freight, in place

of a long one, and a bulky one. It makes the mercantile principal

or agent find his profit, or his commission, on a bad bargain, instead

of a good one. It is arming against the opium agent the moral sense

of the virtuous Chinese, while virtue lasts in China; and digging a

pit beneath his feet, whenever a demoralized canaille shall become too

strong for the police which now protects him. It is awaking against

the British nation, the reproaches of the injured and insulted Chinese;

arraigning them daily before that crowded bar, and atijudging them

deserving of all the forms of humiliating punishment, by acclamation.

It is strengthening that hatred or disgust of the foreign character,

which has been so often described as the grand obstacle to all free

access, all honorable and happy intercourse. It is depraving the

foreign residents in China, and destroying the influence, their great

ability should give them, both in Europe and Asia.

'riiese considerations, and the list might be extended, concur with

the more immediate reasons given before, why the British negotiator

should no longer conceal the views his superiors must take of the

opium traffic. A fair and full warning given to the parties interested,

is the only necessary preliminary. Local interests will yield to a

candid avowal that the British name demands the sacrifice. The
English residents, though they have disregarded a hundred Chinese

edicts, and laughed at the viceroy’s warning ‘ to beware of the exe-

cutioners sword,’ will bow to the more commanding authority that

addresses them— to their young queen— to

• The might, the inaj<.“sty of loveliness.’

Our acquaintance with the community of Canton emboldens us

to confide in their ready acquiscence— as a body — in whatever

measures are thought necessary for the honor of the British name in

China. Fhere is no need of representing them as maliciously bent

on doing evil— as exulting in the song of the Destinies —
‘Our hands contain the hearts of men,

Our footsteps are their graves

;

We only give, to take again.

The spirits of our slaves.’

It is the uncertainty resting on the subject of mercantile responsi-

bility, which deludes them. They are not suffered to see the evils of
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iJieir tiaffic, as free access to the. interior of Cliiiiese socir:iy would

.disclose them. They do not make the effort ‘to take a single captive

and slmt him up in his dungeon,’ and when the .sight of his single

woe has affected their hearts, to multiply his anguish hy the thousands

they have heedlessly reduce.d to the same e.xtremity of misery. Tliey

h ive not laid to heart the case of the amiable and talented Coleridge.

In a letter written to an intimate friend, while he was still a slave to

‘ the accursed habit,’ into which ‘he was seduced ignorantly,’ he says,

—
‘ for ten years the anguish of my spirit has been indescribable.

Conceive a poor miserable wretch, who, for many years has been at-

tempting to heat off pain by a constant recurrence to the vice that

reproduces it. Conceive a spirit in hell employed in traceing out for

others, the road to that heaven from which his crimes exclude him.

In short, conceive whatever is most wretched, heljrless, hopeless, and

you Will form as tolerable a notion of my state, as it is possible for a

good man to have. In the one crime of ojjium, what crime have I not

made myself guilty of, &c. After my death, I earnestly entreat, that

a full and unqualihed narration of my wretchedness and of its guilty

cause, may be made public, that at least, some good may be effected

by the direful example.’

Could the seller of opium to the Chinese hear this confe.ssion from

the multitudes, reduced by ‘/Ac owe cri/nc of opium’ to like and yet

more hopeless misery, they would not need the warnings of a private

friend or public agent, or of any power but conscience. Neither the

love ofvvealth, nor the illusion that the opium trade is ultimately work-

ing out the emancipation of the Chinese, could any longer reconcile

them to the authorship of so much wretchedness.

One woid on the subject of this illusion, and we close this para-

graph. It is the belief of some that the traffic in question is working

out the liberation of the Chinese, by weakening the official classes,

and rendering them dependent on the opium pipe, i. e. (what a syno-

nym) on foreign intercourse. To such believers we commend the

following extract from a philo.sophic writer oiuihe character of Ro-

bespierre. ‘ What his end (aim) was, is not known. That it was a

wicked one has by no mpans been proved. I rather think that the

distant prospect to which he was traveling, appeared to him grand

and beautiful, but that he fixed his eye on it with such intense eager-

ness, as to neglect the foulness of the road. If, however, his inten-

tions were pure, his subsequent enormities yield us a melancholy proof,

that it is not the character of the possessor which diru ts the power, hut

the power which shapes and depravts the charcu ter of the possessor.'
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Silting as is our cniiliilfiicr in llio Cimtou foimiiimilv
,

ll mil

strung ontingli in tiiifll onr Ifar-., tliat il llu*v lliink in make lln' n|n-

nni Iratlf unrk fniani'i|iatinn— in brntl tliiit \iifk»-<l pnnor in iinlilf

1‘iitls— limy arc mislakcn , they will gn llicniseh cs in tlic linnsc of Ikhi-

(iago. Alrciiily \\v hear some nl'llic best n|nninns anmug ns, |)rnnn-

uncing the n(nnin delivorics as now (.’nniluctcil, in Miiall btrils, well

mined, ninlcr cover of niglii, with every cnncoinitanl of evil,— ns a

ra[)iil, f;ir-on inarcli towaril outrage, blnoilnhed and piracy. Alreatly

we bear il suggested that, it becomes sbi)im i-ilers to beware wli it

foreign ve.ssels board ibeiii on the coasts <>f Cliina. And when we

reineinbi?r bow rapirl is iln; tlepravalion of cb iracler under a smug-

gling trade, where the regulation is but a fi.scal <'vpedient, we cannot

be surprised at a still lower descent, where the sanctions of law and

morals, the enaciinenls of God and man are violated by the same

transgression. That the British residents can ker-|i their just inrinence

at home, any more than their standing abroad, under such a sy'^tem,

is impossible. We hear it is already deeply injured. There are

those already, who begin to tell us, that for the outragers of Chinese

laws and morals,— the smuggling ministers to pagan vice and ruin,

to talk of rights and honor and the blessings of free intercourse,

&c., is,— to say no more,— like betaking themselves to Swift’s

‘ kingdom of absurdities,’ and personating ‘ the glass bells with iron

clappers.

’

We feel it to be a duty, ourselves, while quoting others, to guard

against all hasty expressions, on the subject of the opium traflic. We
remember the caution— ‘ the ardor of undisciplined benevolence se-

duces into malignity, and whenever our hearts are warm, and onr ob-

ji'cts great and excellent, intolerance is the sin that does most easily

beset us. If wo clearly perceive any one thing to be of vast impor-

tance to ourselves and all mankind, our tirsi feelings impel us to turn

with angry contempt from those who doubt and oppose it.’ Rut for

the respect and esteem we Iniar the able and intelligent men now

the conductors of the opium tvafHc, we cannot do less than w arn them,

not to persevere in a reliance on this miserable agent. This is to

adopt as a rule, what the apostle to the Gentiles repellerl a.s a most

w icked and slanderous imputation. It is to sanction that pernicious

saying— let us do evil that good may come— a pretext which has

ever been called in ‘to justify those acts of perfidy at which honor

blushes, and tho.se scenes of cruelty, which humanity deplores.’

With the humblest deference, we would exteml this raniion, did

we think it necessary, to the British government. But it is not.
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The cabinet of queen Victoria will not evince such recklessness of

means in the pursuit of its ends. The youthful queen will not stoop

so to ally herself, nor owe her future triumphs in China to such aid.

Her i)rincely mother did not bring her up in the schools of the Je-

suits. The blood of Catherine de Medici does not flow in her veins.

Could we suppose the British envoy in communication with the

Chinese again
;
a better understanding had as to the trade in ge-

neral, and especially as to the opium traffic; one great embarrass-

ment would still remain. He would find the native negotiators un-

willing to admit his equal rank, and distrustful of his political aims.

Whether this mode of dealing with foreign envoys has in it most of

contempt or of apprehension, it is extremely difficult to say. The
most careless student of the accounts of European intercourse with

Eastern Asia, can have no difficulty, however, in understanding why

either or both of these feelings should exist among the Chinese in

any conceivable degree.

In the early times of this intercourse, the right of conquest was sanc-

tified by the church, and every temptation was held out to the worst

classes of the European population, to let themselves loose on the pagan

world. The rivalries of Francis I. and Charles V.; the struggles of

the reformation ;
the oppressions in the Low countries

;
the grand

armada; had raised the national passions in Europe, both secular

and religious, to the highest pitch, and the progress of discovery car-

ried them in unabated fury to the remotest parts of the earth. The

early adventurers to Eastern Asia saw' no harm in seizing on the

weaker countries as colonial possessions, and when they met with

native powers too strong for such treatment, the desire to monopolize

the profits of trade induced them to represent each other’s character

and designs in the w'orst pisiible light. The Spaniard informed

against the Dutch, and the Portuguese against the English. The same

ill example was followed by the rival monastic orders; and whatever of

enormity, all these testified, the Chinese and Japanese traders from

Ceylon to Acapulco, fully confirmed. The sovereigns of Eastern Asia

beheld their whole known world become the theatre for European ra-

pine and intrigue. The historical ttuth on this point is now generally

overlooked, and men wonder that the generous, cultivated, honorable

Englishman of the present day, is not welcomed and courted now, as

were the first adventurers to the east. The British negotiator will

not however overlook these historical facts, oi expect that the impres-

sions of centuries will be easily effaced. He will remember that the

progress and extent of British conquest in India is perfectly known to
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till! C'liiiiese They have had moreover some later reasons to Mispect

that British anior is not all gone out. 'I'he snce.es«ive attempts to get

|Hjsses.siun of .Macao, the repeated passages of the Bogue, the show

of arms at Canton, eVc., have perpetuated in their breasts suspicions

which might *»thervvise have yielded by this time to opposite evidence.

M’ithout attempting to analyze these repulsive feeling.s, we may be

permitted to sup|>ose that they take different forms; amounting in the

timid classes to an actual dread of British invasion
; in other and bolder

men, suggesting merely images of foreign annoyance, troublesome

and e.xpensive, but not elVecting the safety of the state : blending at

Peking with a lofty determination to maintain the national superiori-

ty; and at the prov incial capital, with a supreme dread of incurring

otFicial censure, of losing a button and a place.

The business of the negotiator in a political point of view, is to

meet these feelings, to allay and remove them. In order to accomplish

this, his resort must be to frank, true and perhaps long continued e.\-

planation. He must examine the charges made against the British

name, and if any of them prove to be tratisfers from Dutch or Portu-

guese or Spanish debit, he will see them placed again to their proper

account. A more dilhcult part of his duty is, to assure the Chinese

tliat their right of soil, their national independence and tranquility

1 shall never be invaded by Great Britain. For a nation, possessing

I

vast colonies, this is certainly difficult. 'I’he system of colonization

includes among its evils, that it is a presumptuous attack on the liber-

ties of every independent state; justifying its suspicions, and so

I
weakening the public faith, that its guaranties of the .sovereignty and

tranquility of others, have hardly any value left. Such as they are,

the Chinese have a right to them. The British agent, in demanding
' confidence, cannot refuse an explanation of the colonial course of his

country, nor any pledge which national honor affords, or national

distrust demands, that the Chinese shall be safe from its further ex-

tension. Cost what it may, the Indian revenues shall justly bear

the charge, llisown bearing, if he be a naval man,— his preserva-

tion of a peaceful attitude under every temptation, his refusal to yield

to the bolder measures of professional advisers, his preference of the

I suggestions of duty to fears of a loss of reputation as a w ar officer,

—

will go far to commend the pledge he offers on the part of his country.

If he come into contact with the supreme authorities, he will .see the

desirableness of keeping the question n( rank apart front that of inftr-

roiirse. Tlie Chinese believe that their connirv is more popniotts,

more extensive, wealthy, than any other, in .hurt — that it is the
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first in among entpires. Tn many respects they are right; in

otliers, tliey cannot be expected to be come so, until after their views

are corrected by the enjoyment of free and extensive intercourse. It

is not desirable, certainly, that the latter be deferred, until the former

be settled— until the Chinese can be made to understand compara-

tive statistics and to admit certain diplomatic fictions.

The object of the envoy is not to teach lessons in the comparative

anatomy of nations, but to bring about a free intercourse. We do not say

that he shall offer homage or profess national subordination, for this

would be disloyalty or fdsehood. But he should be quite willing to

admit all that the Chinese government can properly ask, and for the

rest, ho may say— we own that you are a great people, we withhold

no part of the deference duo you, but as we are comparatively unknown

to each other, we will, if you please, refer all these questions of rela-

tive rank, to a future settlement. Ilis best hopes of success rest on

the adoption of reciprocity, independence, and the broad principles of

universal equity, as the grounds of intercourse. Instead of following

in the old track and demanding concessions, favors, redress of grie-

vances, he will prefer to present at once, the whole, reciprocal basis

of negotiation. The British government has a far greater number of

Chinese under its care, than the Chinese has of British subjects—
therefore it can ask for them what it grants— free residence and pro-

tection. Its ports are open, therefore those of China should be so.

It does not hesitate to apply whole.soine laws to Chinese settlers on

its soil, so it cannot interpose to screen its subjects residing in China

from merited punishment.

The miserable consequences which have already resulted from

national jealousies between Europeans in the east, warn the negotia-

tor of our day, from seeking exclusive favors. The ground of equity,

on which he stands, is broad enough for all
;
and we are disposed to

tliink that the interests he represents require him to make it apparent

to the Chinese, that they are welcome to admit every nation on

earth, to the same privileges he asks for the British merchant.

Tire results of such negotiation m ly not be itnmedi ite success.

Two or three centuries of distrust can hardly be expected to <lisap-

,iear, under the first fair profes<?ions. The first show of repentance

is sehlom satisfactory to the moral observer; he waits for some proofs

of real change— some evidences of amendment in heart and life. But

unless we are mistaken in the Chinese character and polity, there is

reason to belie\e, tint th ' course here imperfectly marked out, will

soom-ror later iiiake tile desired imiiression, and fot it we are bound
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to wail. It is mimiltcd that the Cliinese poopl#* aro iiKiiislrioiis, sa-

g'lcious, eiilcrprisiiig, I'ullj' .sensible ol tin; advantages <>t tree inter-

course, the opposition to which comes entirely from tlic government

Their confidence in tlie imperial enaclmenl.s, their veneration for the

government, is however such, ns to induce all but the lawless and

vicious to acquiesce in the exclusion, although they have but a dim per-

ception of the reasons of state, on which it is grounded, and ardently

w ish Its removal. But on the other hand, this very veneration is b.i.sed

on the suppo.«ed corresjamdence of the rules ol’ government— ot the

imperial will— with those principles of equity, to which the highest

as well as the lowest officers are constantly appealing. These princi-

ples constitute a sort of coniiiion standard, set up between the ruleis

and the ruled, which the one is expected to submit to, and the other

not to violate. It is granted that the modern Chinese monarchy has

departed a good way from the ancient political maxim, ‘the desig-

n ition of rulers rests with heaven, and the mind of heaven is in the

people.’ This ‘ mind of heaven ’ has not now (if it ever had) any ex-

pression. 'Fhe standard has become absolute, and the government in-

stead of submitting its acts to the votes of the people, refers them

directly to that standard of equity, which is supposed to be a sort of

stereotyped expression of the popular will— the vox populi, vox Dei.

Still it may be doubted, whether the Chinese authorities, absolute as

they are in practice, would care to place themselves clearly in the

wrong, i. e. in open opjiosition to the wishes of the people, on a great

subject, like that of free intercourse, were there no cover of distrust

or doubt under which to shelter themselves. Should they fail to ap-

preciate the benefits of free communication themselves, yet, when no

reasonable shade can any longer rest on the character and designs of

foreigners, the equity will bo against them, and concession will be-

come due to the common sense and interests of the people.

While we entertain these hopes, we guard the reader from suppos-

ing that foreign intercourse is now so pure or so popular, as to be

able to claim these concessions from the governinenl. It has been

asserted, that, if this intercour.se were cut off, nay even if the opium

traffic were exscinded by an official act, rebellion would be the con-

.s(!quence. Our remarks must not be taken, as at all supixvrting

this assertion. We believe that several maritime provinces of China

would sufVer severely by an excision, or even a long suspension, of

foreign commerce. This is admitted by the authors of the ministe-

rial memorials before referred to. To cut off this trade would bo a

severe blow to some great classes of the people— a step not lightl) to

VOl-. Til. xu. IIV
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I)? hazarded — but there is not sufficient reason to suppose that the

stoppage of the whole trade, much less of the opium trade, would pro-

duce rebellion. The reason is— the suffering people would throw

the onus of the act on the foreign party and take sides with their

government. Though an unwarlike, the Chinese are a patriotic, peo-

ple. No people ever had a stronger attachment to their country. In

cases of maladministration, it is singular, how steadily the oppressed

Chinese attaches the blame to the local mandarin, and acquits the

supreme government. When the choice lies between the emperor

atid the foreigner, the same result takes place. On all past occasions

of suspension of trade, although the whole strength of the trading

classes has at such times been collected at Canton, and teamen and

silkmen, hong merchants and outside merchants, have been suffering

severely
;
no sympathy has been shewn with the foreign party. We

could recall more than one instance, during these contests, when Chi-

nese dealers— models of peacefulness and long-suffering— have bris-

tled up at some of our boasting remarks, and shewed all the signs of a

most patriotic pugnacity. The fact is, they do not yet understand

the foreigner, his designs and feelings, and much explanation— much

evidence— is needed to get a hold on the confidence of the private

Chinese, equal even to that which he reposes in what we are pleased

to call his oppressive governmf nt. As for a stoppage of the opium traf-

fic, we think it beyond a doubt, if the supreme government could stop

it, it would do so, and thus strengthen its hold over its people, by exhi-

biting itself as the means of saving their whole annual tea-crop from

beincr thrown away— bartered for the means of vice, to say no-

thing of the costlier sacrifices of virtue, life, and happiness,— on the

altar of foreign intercourse. Nay, were it to direct that every man

engaged in it— native and foreign— be capitally punished, instead

of producing rebellion, there is reason to believe, that the att, what-

ever effect it might have upon the importation, would be sanction-

ed— applauded— by the whole virtuous portion of the community.

[While the preceding Article was passing through the press, a document on the

subject of opium has appeared at Canton, being another memorial from a member
of the Censorafe to the emperor, pointing out the futility of all efforts to prevent

the consumption, ettcept such as hear upon the consumers, and recommending
a new law, to come into force after one year’s notice, by which the consumer of

opium shall he punishable with death ]
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Thk decease of Mr. Roberts, while on liis second voyage in tlie east,

as diplomatic agent ol' tlie United States, was noticed in the number

of tlte Repository for September ISBti. The volume before us, as

appears from an introductory note, was prepared for tlie press by the

author previous to his second embarkation, and was intended ‘ as a

prelude to much further and varied information to be derived utider

more favorable auspices— more intimate know ledge of eastern forms,

and that caution w hich should ever be the child of experience.’

Having only glanced at a few of the pages of the volume just

come to hand, we are not prepared to give any opinion of its value,

and foi the present content ourselves with making an extract or two

from the introduction. .Mr. Roberts says—
At the period of my visit to the courts of Siam and Muscat,

.American commerce was placed on a most precarious footing, subject

to every species of imposition which avarice might think proper to

iiirticl, as the price of an uncertain protection. Nor was it to pecu-

niary extortions alone th.il the uncontrolled hand of power extetided.

The person of the .American citizen, in common with that of other

foreigners, was subject to the penalties of a law which gave the cre-

ditor an absolute power over "the life, erjnally with the property of

the debtor, at the court of Siam. .As an American, I could not fail

to be deeply impressed with the barbarity of this legal enactment; and

Its abrogation, in relation to my own countrymen, detailed in the

Embassy, 1 consider as not the least among the benefits resulting front

the mission. With the courts of Siam and Muscat, it will be seen, I

was enabled to elTect the most friendly relation, and to place our com-

merce on a basis in which the excessive export and import duties,

previously demanded, were reduced fifteen per cent. If in the attain-

ment of the.se benefits some sacrifice of personal feeling was at

times made for the advantage of .American commerce, the dignity of

iny country was never lost sight of, nor her honor jeoparded by humi-

liating and degrading concessions to eastern etiipictic. The iiijult-
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ing formalities required as preliminaries to the treaty, by the ministers

from the capital of Cochinchina, left me no alternative, save that of

terminating a protracted correspondence, singularly marked from its

commencement to its termination by duplicity and prevarication in

the official servants of the emperor. The detail of the various con-

versations, admissions, and denials, on the part of these eastern mi-

nisters, in the pages of the Embassy, exhibits their diplomatic charac-

ter in true, but not favorable, colors.

“ The unprotected state of our trade from the Cape of Good Hope
to the eastern coast of Japan, including our valuable whale-fishery,

was painfully impressed on my attention in the course of the Embas-

sy. Not a single vessel-of-war is to be seen waving the national flag

over our extensive commerce from the west of Africa to the east of

Japan: our merchantmen, trading to Java, Sumatra, and the Philip-

pine islands, are totally unprotected. The extent of the commerce

may be estimated from the fact, that there arrived in two ports in Java

during one year, one hundred and one ships, the united tonnage of

which amounted to thirty-eight thousand, eight hundred, and seven-

ty-seven ton^. To this may be added the whale-fishery on the Japa-

nese coast, which likewise calls loudly for succor and protection

from the government. The hardy whaler— the fearless adventurer

on the deep— yielding an immense revenue to his country, amid

snffering.s and privations of no common order, certainly claims at the

hand of that country, protection from the savage pirates of the Pacific.

Among this class of citizens too, we may look for those old and

determined spirits who would form the bulwark of our national navy.

The protection of this important and prolific branch of commerce is,

in every point of view, a political and moral advantage. I indulge

the hope that it will become the object of special legislation, and that

the hardy sons of the ocean, while filling the coffers of their country^

may enjoy the protection of her ffag. * * *

“ While it has been my special object to render the pages of the

Embassy a guide to the best interests of commerce, I have not been

unmindful of the claims which the general reader may have on a work

embracing a view of that interesting (]uarter of the world, the eastern

and southern portion of the eastern hemisphere; its natural .scenery,

productions, language, manners, ceremonies, and internal political

»ei;ulations, will be found in the Embassy. 'Phe picture may not be at

,dl time.s of a pleasing character; it has rather been my object to give

he original impression, than to decorate it with any factitious color-

ing Wh*n visible demonstration could be obtained, I have al wav.'
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resorted to it in drawing iny conclusions
;
and in those cases in which

this best auxiliary was denied me, I have given the testimony of

travelers from other countries, who preceded me in visiting the courts

touched at by the Embassy, and whose details have received the

sanction of the world. * * *

“.My country claimed at my hands, the faithful fulfilment of ar-

duous and responsible duties. If, in the information furnished in the

Embassy, her requirements have been accomplished, my ambition is

satisfied.”

Art. VII. Premium of one hundred pounds sterling, for an Pssaif

on the opium trade ; specification of the conditions on which the

premium will be aioarded.

When great questions are to be discussed— questions touching the

highest commercial, political, and moral interests of empires— full

opportunity should be given for considering them in all their bearings

and effects, both immediate and remote. The opium trade— consi-

dering the amount of capital embarked in it, the ways and means by

which it is carried on, its effects on other branches of eastern com-

merce, on national intercourse, on human happiness, &c., &.c.,— is a

great (piestion : regarded as a mixed one— requiring the attention of

the political economist, the statesman, and the philanthropist,— it

stands paramount. The inhabitants of more than half the whole

world are intimately connected with it. Moreover, it is a new sub-

ject : the traffic has grown up to its present magnitude very recently

and with unparalleled rapidity, and has hitherto lain beyond the ob-

servation of almost all except those who are personally engaged in it

Under such circumstances the question naturally arises, What course

ought to be pursued in regard to it ?

The manner in which a premium of <£100 was placed in our hands,

and the plan proposed for awarding it tiTrough the directors of a pub-

lic Institution in Great Britain, were specified in our fifth volume

(pp. 417, 571}). The prompt and considerate manner in which the

subject has been taken up by the Committee in London, evinces the;

utmost readiness to do it ample justice. It will be seen below, that

the period for receiving the Essays has been extended from the 1st of

flctober to the 2;)th of March IKIO : aud that in one or two
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other particulars slight changes have been made in tlie original con-

ditions ; all these arrangeinements of the Committee, however, seem

wisely made, and have our entire approbation
;
they are as follows.

“ The sum of XlOO lius been transmilted from Canton, by the Editor of

the Chinese Repository, to the Committee of the Society for the Diff usion of

Useful Knowledge, for the best Essay on the Opium Trade ; showing Us effects

on the commercial, political, and moral interests of the nations and bidivi-

duals connected therewUh, and pointing out the course they ought to pursue

in regard to U. The following are the conditions on which that premium

will he awarded

;

“ 1. The candidatesfor the premium will send their manuscripts, of not less

than 40 or more than 100 octavo pages of type, to the Secretary of the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, giving their names and addresses under

a separate envelope sealed; of these envelopes only the one accompanying tlw

successful Essay will be opened by the arbiters.

“ 2. All the manuscripts which shall have come to hand by the 25th March,

1839, will be placed in the hands of two or more arbiters, whom the Committee

will nominate ; and provided the best Essay shall be considered by the arbiters

worthy of the premium, the sum of £,100 will be immediately remUled to the

successful competUor.

“ 3. The Committee reserve to themselves the right to publish the prize

Essay with the name of the author.

“ 4. It is the wish of the EdUor of the Chinese Repository that the unsuc-

cessful Essays should remain at the disposal of the Committee, eUher to be

published by them or sent to Canton. The Committee do not think that they

can prescribe this condition ; but they would thank the competitors to intimate

whether they have any objection that their Essays shall in all events be at the

Committee's disposal.

“ 5. The Essays, addressed to the Secretary of the Societyfor the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge, London, must be sent post paid, or be delivered in such

a manner as to befreefrom any charge.

By order of the Committee,

“ 50, Lincoln’s Inn Fiklds; TllOS. COATES, Secretary."

loth January, 1838.

Art. VIII. Journal of Occurrences. Arrizuil of sir If L. Mait-

land in China, and of captain Elliot at Canton ; contents of

the Peking Gazettes ; events at Peking, and Canton ; the hong
!

dihts; foreign boats; intelligence from India; tea in A' sdin. ,

Ai.mikai. mu F. I- .M.IIIL.vNU The HiTival of tlie flag ship of the British naval sqiia- Jl

(Iron in the east, h. a a < I/VWr.s//’!/. bparitig the flag of rear-admiral sir Frederic ,

Maillaiid. K. c. a., the eoimnander-in-ehief. is the prominent topic of interest

among Iht evi nt.s of till' past montli. The llclirsiny. captain .Maitland, accom-
|

¥
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|riniril liv H B M )irit Ali’rriitr <'ii|i(nin TIioiiih^, p.issiMi through Mncno HimHi on
till- innriiiii^ ol tin- I'Jlli Jul\ . mnl pnai-rduil niiiiif uiiiU‘l\ to llii- Hiicliuriige v\liict>

IkiiI lii.'cn MrlccUd. timl nl Tuiij^Uiui, nr Lriii9t<ur> liiirbur, a liltlr lu llit- rnslwurd

of ihi- iylanil of l/mliii. and nrarly midway In-twren it and the anriioragi- ol

C'ii|i.'liny Moon Sir Fmli-ric Maitlaml rL-ni;iini‘d on hoard until the 17lh, u lirn

III’ nri'ivfd H itii Ini tuinily at Macao. The vc»eli had liardh a|i|icured in sight

fr-nii the town ol Mncno, hefore Ihi- pilots «ei'P tully informed regarding them ;

and these enii.isaries of the government proceeded inimedinlely to report t<i their

oi&cers the iinwelcome airivul. mid to detiiii all, and even more than all, that they

c mid glean concerning the force of each vessel, and the purpose of the admiral's

visit 'I'he orticini functionaries forlhwith pnhiished the usual insulting documents,
liy which they reipiire the speedy dcparlun: of such vessels ol Haras visit their

C'lnsti These document* are now. we heliet e, always refused hy the foreign

olficers to whom they are addressed: but it is high time that the mockery of

writing them, and the insult given in oirering them, shonlil cease. The precise

pur|*ose of sir Frederic Maitland's visit has not transpired ; hut the Chinese,

whether on good authority we cannot say, have reported that it is to examine
into matters relating to the trade of his counlry. They have also re[>resented

him PS an e muh. a barbarian eye, or head man. The pilot, of the M'ellesley, we
understand, has tieen placed in confinement and punished by the keunininfoo at

Mueao, fur not furnishing a more explicit account of the purposes of the admiral.

Hi* excellency the governor, loo. though well aware Ihiil none but a common fish-

erman. acting as pilot, has been on hoard either of the vessels, exclaims, ‘ The con-

duct of these foreigners is dilficull lu fathom. 1 am really filled with doubts as to

what may he the object of this foreigner's visit. Whether he is to remnin outside

and investigate, or aim* at entering the port to conduct affairs, does not at all ap-

pear from the report of the several civil and na\al olficers.’ And w ithout sending
a single officer to meet the British admiral who has visited these shores, and to

inquire from himself the olijeci of his visit, his excellency goes on to command
the civil and naval functionaries of .Macao and its neighborhood, ‘that they
iuvesligale most minutely.' Such is the boasted wisdom and civility of the

C^hinese ! On th? 'i4lh. sir F. Maitland returned on board the Wellesley,
leaving his family still at Macao. We hear that he w ill employ his leisure in

visiting the neighboring anclwtrages.

Captnin Etlioi. the chief superiirlendenl. n ho it will be remembered lowered the

British flag and retired from Canton in N'ovemher last, left Macao on the same
day with sir F Maitland, and hoisted the (lag again in Canton on the 2fith instant.

As to the purpose of this visit we are also in the dark, bnt we presume that it must
be in connection with the uhjcci fur which the British admiral has \ isiled thi.s

distant portion of his cruising ground —If new scenes are soon to be opened here,

their managers, we Iriisl. will see to it. that the respecsive parts are performed,
justly, prudently, honorably.

TAc Chinrge Papers are often peculiarly devoid of interesting nialler. Those
with which the Gazettes are filled consist of many unimportant documents in

regard to conduct of magistrates, recommending some and censuring others, re-

ports of ordinary matters o'" police, suggestions for trifling alterations in branches
nl the administration, questions of expenditure for repairs of embankments, dyke.s

and walls, building ol temples and colleges, and such like. ,\mong documents
on the last-named subject, is a request from an officer nl Oronmtsi. in the north-
west territory, that sundry officers and private individuals, subscribers for the
erection of a college, may be rewarded by tbe im|>erial approbation of their
public spirit. The emperor turns round in anger, ‘everelv reprimanding this

misapplication ol a rule, intended for a eivilized and settled eommnnily. to a

Tartar and mililnry district, in which arms not arts should be the object of
slnily. \\ e ohserve. also, doenments ivgarding the apprehension of certain
f'atholie Christians (natives) in Peking, and of opinm-sniokers in the district

ol Jeho.

At Prkinf; the only interesiiug event* recorded are. the return of llie emperor
from his visit to the tombs ot hi* (irogenilors.— the illnes.*. during a period ol two
monllis. ol the aged minister ^ nen A nen. of whom we have ollen had oceti*ion to

.speak, as having been tormerly governor here. Inllerly gnvern>»r in Yunnan and
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now a member of the cabinet, and who is upwards of 80 years old,— and the

return to b’eking of Teisliunpao, tlie gov. -general in the northwestern territory,

whose place has been supplied by Yeihshan, a nephew of the imperial blood.
new memorial has been presented on the subject of opium, recommending the

most rigorous enforcement of prohibitions against smokers of the drug. We
hope to be enabled to give a translation of the memorial in our next number. It

is an* able paper, though characterized by some gross errors.

At Canton we have little to record of native movements, beyond the arrival of

a new superintendent of customs, or hoppo, Yukwan ; the departure of his pre-

decessor ; and the arrival, immediately expected, of our newly-aj)pointed lieut -

governor. The hoppo has already aroused foreigners, by a threatened reversal

of a decision of one of his piedeceisors, who, to prevent disputes on the subject of

ipiality of material, caused, on the application of several foreign merchants, his

seal to be placed on muster-pieces of each quali'y of cotton cloth, which pieces have
ever since been deposited in the consoo house. A petition on the subject was pre-

sented, on the 2Gth instant, at the city gale, and an answer has been returned,

we are told, to the effect, that the former hoppo was imposed upon by pieces of

superior quality, expressly made to show to him. The hoppo has since sent out

pieces of various ipialities to be examined by the hong and foreign meichants
conjointly, preparatory to the sanctioning of new standards of reference.

T/i« /io;i" r/cAfs remain still unsettled; but the settlement, for the time at least,

seems to have been reduced into a narrower s(»ace than before, the only remain-
ing subject of ditference being in reference to Kingqna’s debts.

Some of the foreign bouts, running between ilacao, Hongkong, and Canton,
have on several recent occasions been slopped by the Chinese cruisers— some-
times by gentle, and sometimes by harsh means. What will be the issue of these

proceedings, we leave for time to decide; and shall be glad if they do not lead

to violent collision and bloodshed. All these boats (except captain Elliot’s,) are

strictly interdicted ; and most of them are engaged in carrying opium.
India. The latest intelligence from India is of a highly interesting character.

The British-Indian empire appears to be threatened with a disturbed frontier on
all sides, the maritime coasts alone excepted. The British resident at the Bur-
man court has been absent for se\ eral months. Colonel Benson formerly mili-

tary secretary to the government of India, has beer, appointed to supply colonel
Burney’s place, but we have yet to learn if the king TharawSdl is more willing

than before to have a British ‘ spy ’ at his court. He still expresses a strong de-

termination to withhold his consent from the treaty of Yaudabti, made at the

conclusion of the recent war between the British and his predecessor.—The gov-
ernment of JVipAI is also anxiously desirous to be relieved of the presence of a
British resident ; and a correspondence has recently been carried on between
IVipAI and Burmah, which is said to be anything but favorable to British interests.

A military occupation of the passes in A'sfim, through w hich these communications
are sent, has been the consequence. We cannot learn whether the recent
mission from IVipAl to Peking was one in regular course, or whether it was a special

mission ; but in either case we may suppose that the Chinese would be fully

informed of the state of Gorkha feeling towards Britain.—In the Panjab. the death
of Ranjit Singh must he the signal for disturbances, which it is thought by many
can be ((uelled only by a British occupation of the country.—In Cabul, and in

Persia. British representatives have been treated with contumely, and many ap-

prehensions are now entertained regarding the result of the present contests

iietween these two nations, fostered, as they are supposed to be. by Russian

influence

Tea in A'sam. We observe that some progress is llbingmade in the cultivation

of tea in A’sfim, and that sanguine hopes are. entertained of the ultimate success

of the present experiment. It is matter of regret that the experiment is not

under the superintendence of one who has had opportunity of collecting infor-

mation, and witiK ssing parts of the proce.ss of manipulation in China. Some
tea drank as good gnen in .\<.im. has been declared to be good blarJe tea in

Calcutta I .A few chests have been sent to England, where we imagine a more
coiTect judgment will be passed upon the success, up to this period, of the

present experiment.
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